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Abstract
ADAM GRAHAM-SQUIRE: Explicit Formulas for Local Formal Mellin Transforms
(Under the direction of Dima Arinkin)
Much recent work has been done on the local Fourier transforms for connections on the
punctured formal disk. Specifically, the local Fourier transforms have been introduced,
shown to induce certain equivalences of categories, and explicit formulas have been found
to calculate them. Our goal is to corroborate recent results for calculation of the local
Fourier transforms and then extend our methods to a similar situation, the local Mellin
transforms.
This dissertation is divided into three main parts. In the first part we prove explicit
formulas for calculation of the local Fourier transforms. These formulas have recently
been proved by others, and we reproduce their results using different techniques. The
other two parts of the dissertation are given over to applying those same techniques to the
local Mellin transforms for connections on the punctured formal disk. In the second part,
we introduce the local Mellin transforms and show that they induce equivalences between
certain categories of vector spaces with connection and vector spaces with invertible
difference operators. In the third part we find formulas for explicit calculation of the
local Mellin transforms in the same spirit as the results for the local Fourier transforms.
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Introduction
The main goal of this dissertation is the definition and calculation of the local Mellin
transforms on a punctured formal disk. In order to understand the local Mellin trans-
forms, it is necessary to understand recent work that has been done on an analogous
construction, that of the local Fourier transforms for connections on the formal punc-
tured disk. In this introduction, we wish to put our work on the local Mellin transforms
in its proper context by explaining the genesis and the recent history of research done on
the local Fourier transforms. In section 0.1 we give a brief historical background to the
local Fourier transforms. We describe in section 0.2 recent work that has been done on
the local Fourier transforms, and in section 0.3 we explain the theoretical origin of the
local Mellin transforms and what we wish to prove about them. Section 0.4 provides a
thumbnail sketch of the main body of the dissertation.
0.1. Historical context
0.1.1. Classical Fourier transform. In order to understand the origin of the local
Fourier transform, our narrative begins with the ‘classical’ Fourier transform. For a
suitable function f , the Fourier transform of f is given by
fˆ(ξ) =
∫
f(x)e−ixξdx.
In particular, the Fourier transform has two main properties: it is invertible (and the
inverse is of virtually the same form) and the following equalities hold
• d
dξ
fˆ = îxf
• ξfˆ = −î d
dx
f.
The equalities above can be useful in the following manner: one can apply the Fourier
transform to an ordinary differential equation and then solve the resulting, hopefully
easier, differential equation. In a related form, one can also consider the Fourier transform
as an action on a differential operator, which is described below.
0.1.2. Fourier transform on the Weyl algebra. Consider the ring of ordinary dif-
ferential operators with polynomial coefficients, also known as the Weyl algebra. We
write W for the Weyl algebra, and thus we have
W = C[z]
〈 d
dz
〉
=
{
pn(z)
d
dz
n
+ · · ·+ p0(z)
∣∣∣pi(z) ∈ C[z]}
with the convention that d
dz
z = z d
dz
+ 1. In this context, the Fourier transform is the
automorphism FT : W → W defined on its generators by z 7→ d
dz
and d
dz
7→ −z. What
we refer to as the local Fourier transforms can be derived from the Fourier transform on
the Weyl algebra as we explain in the following subsection. We note that the description
below is only for motivation; it is a framework and is not written in a completely rigorous
manner. Definitions of the local Fourier transforms are given a precise construction in
the body of the dissertation.
0.1.3. Local Fourier transform. For every element p of the Weyl algebra, one can “di-
vide through by the leading coefficient” to get a monic element of the algebra C(z)
〈
d
dz
〉
,
that is, a polynomial in d
dz
with coefficients that are rational functions in z. This allows
one to associate to every element ofW a unique element of C(z)
〈
d
dz
〉
. By writing a higher
order differential operator as a system of linear differential operators, one can associate
to each element of C(z)
〈
d
dz
〉
a linear matrix differential operator with entries in C(z)
(for details of this process, see [vdPS03, Section 1.2]). If one is interested in looking
locally at a linear matrix differential operator with entries in C(z), one can choose a
local coordinate and consider the corresponding linear matrix differential operator with
entries that are formal Laurent series, which we denote as C((z)). Thus to each p ∈ W
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and x ∈ C one can associate Px, a linear matrix differential operator with entries in
C((z)).
In a similar fashion, to the original differential operator p ∈ W, one can apply the
Fourier transform to get FT (p) = pˆ ∈ W. One can then apply the process described
above to pˆ in order to get a corresponding linear matrix differential operator with entries
in C((z)), call it Pˆy. The local Fourier transform (LFT ) is the map that takes the
equivalence class of Px to the equivalence class of Pˆy and completes the diagram given
below:
pn(z)
d
dz
n
+ · · ·+ p0(z)

FT
// pˆm(z)
d
dz
m
+ · · ·+ pˆ0(z)

d
dz
n
+ · · ·+ q0(z)

d
dz
m
+ · · ·+ qˆ0(z)

d
dz
+ A

d
dz
+ Aˆ

d
dz
+ L/ ∼ LFT // d
dz
+ Lˆ/ ∼
Here p corresponds to pn(z)
d
dz
n
+ · · · + p0(z) with pi ∈ C[z] (respectively pˆi) and
qi ∈ C(z) (respectively qˆi). We also have A ∈ Mn
(
C(z)
〈
d
dz
〉)
, Aˆ ∈ Mm
(
C(z)
〈
d
dz
〉)
,
L ∈ Mn
(
C((z))
〈
d
dz
〉)
, Lˆ ∈ Mm
(
C((z))
〈
d
dz
〉)
, and the equivalence for the matrix
differential operators refers to gauge equivalence. It should not be clear at this point
that the map LFT even exists or is well-defined. We describe in the next section the
recent work that has been done to put the local Fourier transform on a rigorous footing.
Remark. The local Fourier transform has different flavors depending on the point of
localization, hence in this dissertation we generally refer to local Fourier transforms.
Both conventions for terminology are found in the literature. In general, the study of
local Fourier transforms need not be restricted to the complex numbers. Thus in later
chapters we work over an arbitrary algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
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0.2. Local Fourier transform
0.2.1. Local Fourier for `-adic sheaves. The seminal paper regarding the local
Fourier transform is [Lau87] by G. Laumon in 1987. To study the local behavior of
the Fourier transform, Laumon introduced the geometric stationary phase principle and
established the local Fourier transformations. The transformations as given in [Lau87]
are defined in terms of cohomological functors and thus are rarely computable, but in
[Lau87, 2.6.3], Laumon and Malgrange give conjectural formulas of local Fourier trans-
forms for a class of Q¯`-sheaves, which were later proved (with a slight adjustment) by L.
Fu in [Fu07].
0.2.2. Local Fourier transforms for meromorphic connections over Laurent
series fields. In the case of formal differential systems defined over a field of character-
istic zero, the analogues of the local Fourier transforms defined by Laumon were given
independently in 2004 by S. Bloch and H. Esnault in [BE04] and by R. Garcia Lopez
in [GL04]. The methods used in [BE04] and [GL04] are different, though. The con-
struction of the local Fourier transforms in [GL04] follows the microlocal techniques of
B. Malgrange. In [Mal81], Malgrange gives a microanalytic construction for the local
Fourier transforms F (0,∞) and F (∞,0), which Garcia Lopez then extends in [GL04]. In
[BE04], rigorous definitions for the local Fourier transforms for meromorphic connections
over Laurent series fields are given and it is shown that they have properties analogous
to the local `-adic Fourier transforms. However, neither [BE04] nor [GL04] give explicit
formulas for how to calculate the local Fourier transforms.
0.2.3. Explicit formulas for local Fourier transforms. Calculation of the local
Fourier transforms was proved independently in 2007 by C. Sabbah in [Sab07] and J.
Fang in [Fan07]. The calculations were of a quite different flavor, with Sabbah taking
a geometric approach and Fang’s proof more algebraic in nature. An important tech-
nical tool used in the calculation is the formal reduction of differential operators to a
canonical form. This work goes back to H.L. Turritin [Tur55] and A. Levelt [Lev75],
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with more recent expositions given by B. Malgrange [Mal91], D.G. Babbitt and V.S.
Varadarajan [BV85], as well as M. van der Put and M. Singer [vdPS03]. In [BBE,
Section 5.9], Beilinson, Bloch and Esnault present the canonical form in a way that is
useful to our construction, and in [Var96] Varadarajan gives a helpful historical overview
and summary of research on linear meromorphic differential equations.
0.2.4. Another viewpoint. In 2008 D. Arinkin’s paper [Ari] gave another framework
for the local Fourier transforms. His construction is beneficial because it makes relating
the singularities of a holonomic D-module and its global Fourier transform virtually tau-
tological. Such a relation is one of the central properties of the local Fourier transforms.
Arinkin goes on to give explicit calculation of the Katz-Radon transform in [Ari] as well.
In Chapter 2, we use the same methods of [Ari] to give another proof of the calcula-
tions done in [Fan07] and [Sab07]. Arinkin’s techniques are particularly advantageous
because they generalize nicely to making calculations for local Mellin transforms.
0.3. Local Mellin transform
The general motivation for the local Mellin transform is virtually identical to the
motivation given above for the local Fourier transform, so we do not repeat it in full
detail here. We mention only that the ‘classical’ Mellin transform can be stated as
follows: for an appropriate f the Mellin transform of f is given by
f˜(η) =
∫ ∞
0
xη−1f(x)dx
and one can check that the following identities hold:
• ηf˜ = −(˜x d
dx
f
)
• Φf˜ = (˜xf)
where Φ is the difference operator taking f˜(η) to f˜(η+1). These identities can be used to
define the local Mellin transform in the same way that properties of the Fourier transform
are used to define the local Fourier transform. As in the case of the Fourier transform,
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the local Mellin transform has different ‘flavors’ depending on the point of singularity, so
we refer to them as local Mellin transforms.
There is one large distinction between the local Fourier transforms and the local
Mellin transforms, however. Whereas the local Fourier transforms take a linear matrix
differential operator to another linear matrix differential operator, the local Mellin trans-
forms take a linear matrix differential operator to a linear matrix difference operator. In
[BE04] and [GL04], clear connections are drawn between the local and global Fourier
transforms. Such connections can be made for the Mellin transform as well, but are not
included in this dissertation as our focus is purely on the local construction.
The global Mellin transform for connections on a punctured formal disk is given
by Laumon in [Lau96], but since that time little work has been done on the Mellin
transform in this area. In [Ari, Section 2.5], Arinkin remarks that it would be interesting
to apply his methods to other integral transforms such as the Mellin transform. Chapters
3 and 4 of this dissertation are the answer to that query. In Chapter 3, we define the
local Mellin transforms in an analogous manner to the definitions of the local Fourier
transforms which were given in [Ari], [BE04], and [GL04]. In particular, we mimic
the framework given in [Ari] in order to define the local Mellin transforms, as Arinkin’s
construction lends itself most easily to calculation. In Chapter 3 we also show that
the local Mellin transforms induce equivalences for certain categories of vector spaces
with connection and vector spaces with difference operators. Such equivalences could,
in principle, reduce questions about difference operators to questions about (relatively
more-studied) connections, although we do not do such an analysis in this work. In
Chapter 4 we give explicit formulas for the local Mellin transforms in the spirit of those
given in Chapter 2 (as well as [Fan07] and [Sab07]) for the local Fourier transform.
Again an important tool for the calculation will be the formal reduction of differential
operators described above, as well as the formal reduction of linear difference operators
given by C. Praagman in [Pra83] as well as G. Chen and A. Fahim in [CF98]. There
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are considerable parallels between difference operators and connections, and we refer the
reader to [vdPS97] for more details.
0.4. Overview of dissertation
A brief description of the remainder of the dissertation is as follows: In Chapter 1 we
give a synopsis of the most important notation, conventions, results and definitions that
we will use. Chapter 2 is devoted to proving explicit formulas for calculating the local
Fourier transforms for connections on a formal punctured disk (e. g. Theorem 2.2.1),
reproducing the results of [Fan07] and [Sab07] with a different method of proof. In
Chapter 3 we introduce the local Mellin transforms (e. g. Definition 3.3.1) and their
inverses and describe some of their properties, then we give explicit formulas for the local
Mellin transforms in Chapter 4 (e. g. Theorem 4.1.1).
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CHAPTER 1
Background
In this chapter we give the definitions, notation, and results most pertinent to the
dissertation. We also describe recent research related to our topic so as to put our work
in its proper context in a rigorous manner. In section 1.1 we discuss connections on the
punctured formal disk and in section 1.2 we give an analogous construction for difference
operators on the punctured formal disk. Section 1.3 details some useful notation we will
use throughout the dissertation and section 1.4 has information about the norm and
order of an operator. We end with section 1.5, where we prove a lemma that will be
important for our calculations in Chapters 2 and 4.
We fix a ground field k, which is assumed to be algebraically closed of characteristic
zero.
1.1. Connections on the formal disk
One of the primary objects we work with are differential operators, or connections,
on the formal disk. Specifically, the local Fourier transform takes a connection on the
formal disk and outputs a connection on the formal disk. The local Mellin transform
inputs a connection and produces a difference operator on the formal disk, which we
define in section 1.2. We write K = k((z)) for the field of formal Laurent series.
1.1.1. Definitions.
Definition 1.1.1. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over K. A connection on
V is a k-linear operator ∇ : V → V satisfying the Leibniz identity:
∇(fv) = f∇(v) + df
dz
v
for all f ∈ K and v ∈ V . Equivalently, we can write that [∇, f ] := ∇f − f∇ = f ′. A
choice of basis in V gives an isomorphism V ' Kn; we can then write ∇ as d
dz
+A, where
A = A(z) ∈ gln(K) is the matrix of ∇ with respect to this basis. We sometimes refer to
the d
dz
(respectively A) as the differential part (respectively linear part) of the operator
∇.
Definition 1.1.2. We write C for the category of vector spaces with connections over
K. Its objects are pairs (V,∇), where V is a finite-dimensional K-vector space and
∇ : V → V is a connection. Morphisms between (V1,∇1) and (V2,∇2) are K-linear maps
φ : V1 → V2 that are horizontal in the sense that φ∇1 = ∇2φ.
1.1.2. Properties of connections. We summarize below some well-known properties
of connections on the formal disk. The results go back to Turritin [Tur55] and Levelt
[Lev75]; more recent references include [BV85], [BBE, Sections 5.9 and 5.10], [Mal91],
and [vdPS97].
Let q be a positive integer and consider the field Kq = k((z1/q)). Note that Kq is the
unique extension of K of degree q. For every f ∈ Kq, we define an object Ef ∈ C by
Ef = Ef,q =
(
Kq,
d
dz
+ z−1f
)
.
In terms of the isomorphism class of an object Ef , the reduction procedures of [Tur55]
and [Lev75] imply that we need only consider f in the quotient
(1.1) k((z1/q))
/(
z1/qk[[z1/q]] +
1
q
Z
)
where k[[z]] denotes formal power series.
Let Rq (we write Rq(z) when we wish to emphasize the local coordinate) be the set
of orbits for the action of the Galois group Gal(Kq/K) on the quotient. Explicitly, the
Galois group is identified with the group of degree q roots of unity η ∈ k; the action on
f ∈ Rq is by f(z1/q) 7→ f(ηz1/q). Finally, denote by R◦q ⊂ Rq the set of f ∈ Rq that
cannot be represented by elements of Kr for any 0 < r < q.
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Remark. R◦q can alternatively be described as the locus of Rq where Gal(Kq/K) acts
freely.
Definition 1.1.3. We define the direct sum ⊕ and tensor product ⊗ on the category C
as follows:
(V1,∇1)⊕ (V2,∇2) := (V1 ⊕ V2,∇+),
where ∇+(v1 ⊕ v2) = ∇1(v1)⊕∇(v2).
(V1,∇1)⊗ (V2,∇2) := (V1 ⊗ V2,∇×),
where ∇×(v1 ⊗ v2) = ∇1(v1)⊗ v2 + v1 ⊗∇2(v2).
Proposition 1.1.4.
(1) The isomorphism class of Ef depends only on the orbit of the image of f in Rq.
(2) Ef is irreducible if and only if the image of f in Rq belongs to R
◦
q. As q and f
vary, we obtain a complete list of isomorphism classes of irreducible objects of
C.
(3) Every E ∈ C can be written as
E '
⊕
i
(Efi,qi ⊗ Jmi),
where the Ef,q are irreducible, Jm = (K
m, d
dz
+ z−1Nm), and Nm is the nilpotent
Jordan block of size m.
Proofs of the proposition are either prevalent in the literature (cf. [BBE], [Mal91],
[vdPS97]) or straightforward and thus are omitted here. Analogous properties of differ-
ence operators are given in the following section, and we give proofs at that point.
Remark. We often refer to the objects (Ef ⊗ Jm) ∈ C as indecomposable objects in C.
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1.2. Difference operators on the formal disk
Vector spaces with difference operator and vector spaces with connection are defined
in a similar fashion.
1.2.1. Definitions.
Definition 1.2.1. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over K = k((θ)). A
difference operator on V is a k-linear operator Φ : V → V satisfying
Φ(fv) = ϕ(f)Φ(v)
for all f ∈ K, v ∈ V , with ϕ : Kn → Kn as the k-automorphism defined below. A
choice of basis in V gives an isomorphism V ' Kn; we can then write Φ as Aϕ, where
A = A(θ) ∈ gln(K) is the matrix of Φ with respect to this basis, and for v(θ) ∈ Kn we
have
ϕ(v(θ)) = v
(
θ
1 + θ
)
= v
( ∞∑
i=1
(−1)i+1θi
)
.
We follow the convention of [Pra83, Section 1] to define ϕ over the extension Kq =
k((θ1/q)). Thus for all q ∈ Z+, ϕ extends to a k-automorphism of Knq defined by
ϕ
(
v(θ1/q)
)
= v
(
θ1/q
[ ∞∑
i=0
(−1/q
i
)
θi
])
.
Definition 1.2.2. We write N for the category of vector spaces with invertible difference
operator over K. Its objects are pairs (V,Φ), where V is a finite-dimensional K-vector
space and Φ : V → V is an invertible difference operator. Morphisms between (V1,Φ1)
and (V2,Φ2) are K-linear maps φ : V1 → V2 such that φΦ1 = Φ2φ.
1.2.2. Properties of difference operators. In [CF98] and [Pra83], a canonical form
for difference operators is constructed. We give an equivalent construction in the theorem
below, which is a restatement of [Pra83, Theorem 8 and Corollary 9] with different
notation so as to better fit our situation.
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Theorem 1.2.3 ([Pra83], Theorem 8 and Corollary 9). Let Φ : V → V be an invertible
difference operator.
Then there exists a finite (Galois) extension L of K and a basis of L⊗K V such that
Φ is expressed as a diagonal block matrix. Each block is of the form
Fg =

g
θλ+1
. . .
. . . . . .

with g ∈ Kq, λ ∈ 1qZ, g = a0θλ + · · · + aqθλ+1, a0 6= 0, and aq defined up to a shift by
a0
q
Zθλ+1. The matrix is unique modulo the order of the blocks.
Remark. The Fg are the indecomposable components for the matrix of Φ.
Theorem 1.2.3 allows us to describe the category N in a fashion similar to our de-
scription of the category C. For every g ∈ Kq, we define an object Dg ∈ N by
Dg = Dg,q :=
(
Kq, gϕ
)
.
The canonical form given in Theorem 1.2.3 implies that we need only consider g in the
following quotient of the multiplicative group k((θ1/q))∗:
(1.2) K∗q
/(
1 +
1
q
Zθ + θ1+(1/q)k[[θ1/q]]
)
.
Let Sq be the set of orbits for the action of the Galois group Gal(Kq/K) on the quotient
given in (1.2). Denote by S◦q ⊂ Sq the set of g ∈ Sq that cannot be represented by
elements of Kr for any 0 < r < q. As before, S
◦
q can be thought of as the locus where
Gal(Kq/K) acts freely.
Definition 1.2.4. We define the direct sum ⊕ and tensor product ⊗ on the category N
as follows:
(V1,Φ1)⊕ (V2,Φ2) := (V1 ⊕ V2,Φ+),
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where Φ+(v1 ⊕ v2) = Φ1(v1)⊕ Φ(v2).
(V1,Φ1)⊗ (V2,Φ2) := (V1 ⊗ V2,Φ×),
where Φ×(v1 ⊗ v2) = Φ1(v1)⊗ Φ2(v2).
Proposition 1.2.5.
(1) The isomorphism class of Dg depends only on the orbit of the image of g in Sq.
(2) Dg is irreducible if and only if the image of g in Sq belongs to S
◦
q . As q and g
vary, we obtain a complete list of isomorphism classes of irreducible objects of
N .
(3) Every D ∈ N can be written as
D '
⊕
i
(Dgi,qi ⊗ Tmi),
where the Dg,q are irreducible, Tm = (K
m, Umϕ), and Um = Im+θNm where Nm
is the nilpotent Jordan block of size m.
Proof. (1) For a given object Dg′ , Theorem 1.2.3 implies that Dg′ ' Dg where
g′ ≡ g as elements of the quotient given in (1.2). All that is left is to show that an
action of the Galois group does not affect the isomorphism class. Let µ ∈ k such
that µq = 1. Consider the morphism φ : Kq → Kq defined by φ(θ1/q) = µθ1/q.
Then φ is a K-linear map that is easily seen to be an isomorphism sending
Dg(θ1/q) to Dg(µθ1/q).
(2) Note that an object D = (V,Φ) is irreducible if the only Φ-invariant subspaces
of V are 0 and V . A proof of the first statement is as follows. To prove the
forward direction, let Dg ∈ N such that g /∈ S◦q . This implies that g ∈ Kr for
some 0 < r < q, and it follows that r divides q, so Kr is a proper subspace of
Kq fixed by the action of g. Thus Dg is reducible.
For the reverse direction, assume that Dg is reducible. Then there exists
a proper K-subspace V ′ of Kq which is invariant under Φ. After extension of
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scalars from K to Kq, Φ is diagonalizable with the diagonal entries of its matrix
being σi(g) = g(µ
iz1/q) for all 0 ≤ i < q, where µ is a primitive qth root of unity.
This implies that the diagonal entries of Φ|V ′⊗Kq : V ′ ⊗Kq → V ′ ⊗Kq will be
of the form σi(g) for some i. However, the Galois group Gal(Kq/K) acts on Kq,
so if the operator Φ|V ′⊗Kq has one σi(g) as a diagonal entry, it must have σi(g)
for all i. Thus V ′ being a proper subspace implies that σi(g) = σj(g) for some
0 ≤ i 6= j < q, which only occurs if g ∈ Kr for some 0 < r < q.
To prove the second statement, we need to show that if D = (V,Φ) ∈ N
is irreducible then D ' Dg,q for some g and q such that the image of g lies in
S◦q . Consider D in canonical form: we extend to V ⊗ Kq (assume we choose
the minimum such q) and take an eigenvector v of the matrix of Φ|V⊗Kq with
eigenvalue g. The Galois group Gal(Kq/K) acts on V ⊗ Kq, and we let W be
the span of the orbit of v in Gal(Kq/K). Thus W is invariant with respect to
the action of the Galois group, so it represents a subspace of V . Moreover, the
eigenvalues of the matrix of Φ|V⊗Kq are of the form σi(g), so W is invariant with
respect to the action of Φ|V⊗Kq as well. Since D is irreducible, W must be all of
V and D ' Dg,q. Note that the image of g will be in S◦q because we chose the
smallest possible q.
(3) The statement of Theorem 1.2.3 makes it clear that D can be written as a
direct sum of indecomposable operators, thus it suffices to prove that for an
indecomposable D ' (Kmq , Fgϕ) we have D ' Dg ⊗ Tm for some g and m.
Specifically, we show that
(
Kmq , Fgϕ
)
'
(
(Kq, gϕ)⊗ (Km, (Im + θNm)ϕ)
)
.
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From the reduction procedure outlined in [Pra83][Lemma 4] we find that
(
Kmq ,

g
θ1+λ
. . .
. . . . . .
ϕ) ' (Kmq ,

g
gθ
. . .
. . . . . .
ϕ) = (Kmq , g(Im + θNm)ϕ),
so all that remains is to show that
(
Kmq , g(Im + θNm)ϕ
)
'
(
(Kq, gϕ)⊗ (Km, (Im + θNm)ϕ)
)
.
To give such an isomorphism, we need an invertible map φ : Kmq → (Kq ⊗Km)
such that φ−1(gϕ ⊗ (Im + θNm)ϕ)φ = g(Im + θNm)ϕ. Let v =
∑
viei ∈ Kmq
where vi ∈ Kq and {ei} is the appropriate basis. Let e′ and {e′′i } be the bases
for Kq and K
m respectively. Then we define the map φ : Kmq → (Kq ⊗Km) on
its basis vectors by φ(ei) = e
′ ⊗ e′′i . Note that φ is clearly invertible. We can
now show that
φ−1(gϕ⊗ (Im + θNm)ϕ)φ
(
m∑
i=1
viei
)
= φ−1(gϕ⊗ (Im + θNm)ϕ)
(
m∑
i=1
vie
′ ⊗ e′′i
)
= φ−1
(
m∑
i=1
[
gϕ(vi)e
′ ⊗ (e′′i + θe′′i+1)
])
= φ−1
(
g
m∑
i=1
ϕ(vi)e
′ ⊗ e′′i + ϕ(vi)θe′ ⊗ e′′i+1
)
= g
(
m∑
i=1
ϕ(vi)ei + ϕ(vi)θei+1
)
= g
(
m∑
i=1
[ϕ(vi) + θϕ(vi−1)] ei
)
= g(Im + θNm)ϕ
(
m∑
i=1
viei
)
.
Note that in the proof above we use the common notation that em+1 = v0 = 0.
2
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1.3. Notation
At times it is useful to keep track of the choice of local coordinate for C and N , and
we denote this with a subscript. To stress the coordinate, we write C0 to indicate the
coordinate z at the point zero, Cx to indicate the coordinate z−x := zx at a point x 6= 0,
and C∞ to indicate the coordinate ζ = 1z at the point at infinity. Note that C0, Cx and
C∞ are all isomorphic to C, but not canonically. Similarly we can write N∞ to indicate
that we are considering N with local coordinate at infinity. Since we only work with the
point at infinity for N , though, we generally omit the subscript.
We also have a superscript notation for categories, but our conventions for the cate-
gories C and N are different and a potential source of confusion. Superscript notation for
vector spaces with connection is well-established and we continue to use the convention
that the superscript corresponds to slope (for a formal definition of slope, see [Kat87]).
Thus, for example, we denote by C<1∞ (respectively C>1∞ ) the full subcategory of C∞ of con-
nections whose irreducible components all have slopes less than one (respectively greater
than one); that is, Ef such that −1 < ord(f) (respectively −1 > ord(f)).
The correspondence to slope makes sense in the context of connections because all
connections have nonnegative slope (i.e. for all Ef we have ord(f) ≤ 0). For difference
operators we have no such restriction on the order, though, and thus a correspondence to
slope would be artificial. The superscripts we use for difference operators therefore refer
to the order of irreducible components as opposed to the slope. Thus, for example, the
notationN>0 indicates the full subcategory ofN of difference operators whose irreducible
components Dg have the property that ord(g) > 0.
1.4. The norm and order of an operator
1.4.1. Definition of norm. In the discussion of norms in this subsection we primarily
follow the conventions of [CF86], though our presentation is self-contained. Fix a real
number  such that 0 <  < 1. For f =
∑
i=k
ciθ
i/q ∈ Kq with ck 6= 0, we define the order
of f as ord(f) := k/q.
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Definition 1.4.1. Let f ∈ K. The valuation | • | on K is defined as
|f | = ord(f)
with |0| = 0.
This is a non-archimedean discrete valuation and K is complete with respect to the
topology induced by the valuation.
Definition 1.4.2. Let V be a vector space over K. A non-archimedean norm on V is a
real-valued function || • || on V such that the following hold:
(1) ||v|| > 0 for v ∈ V − {0}.
(2) ||v + w|| ≤max(||v||, ||w||) for all v, w ∈ V .
(3) ||f · v|| = |f | · ||v|| for f ∈ K and v ∈ V .
Remark. Norms can be defined more generally, but for our purposes we consider only
non-archimedean norms.
Example 1.4.3. The function
||(x1, . . . , xn)|| = max|xi|
is a norm on Kn, and Kn is complete with respect to this norm.
Lemma 1.4.4 ([CF86], lemma in Section 2.8). Any two norms || • ||1, || • ||2 on a finite-
dimensional vector space V over K are equivalent in the following sense: there exists a
real number C > 0 such that
1
C
|| • ||1 ≤ || • ||2 ≤ C|| • ||1.
It follows from Lemma 1.4.4 that all norms on a finite-dimensional vector space over
K induce the same topology.
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Definition 1.4.5. Let A : V → V be a k-linear operator. We define the norm of an
operator to be
||A|| = sup
v∈V−{0}
{ ||A(v)||
||v||
}
.
Note that ||A|| <∞ if and only if A is continuous ([KF75][Chapter 6, Theorem 1]).
1.4.2. Invariant norms. The norm of an operator given in Definition 1.4.5 depends
on the choice of the non-archimedean norm || • ||. To find an invariant for norms of
operators, consider the following two norms:
Definition 1.4.6. The infimum norm is defined as
||A||inf = inf{||A|| : || • ||is a norm on V }
and the spectral radius of A is given by
||A||spec = lim
n→∞
n
√
||An||.
Note that A must be continuous to guarantee that the limit defining the spectral
radius exists. It follows from Lemma 1.4.4 that the spectral radius does not depend
on the choice of norm || • ||. For operators in general the spectral radius is often the
more useful invariant, but for the class of operators we consider (such as connections,
difference operators, and their inverses) the two definitions coincide and we primarily use
the infimum norm.
1.4.3. Norms of similitudes.
Proposition 1.4.7. Let || • ||1 and || • ||2 be two norms on V . Then for any invertible
k-linear operator A : V → V , we have ||A||1 · ||A−1||2 ≥ 1.
Proof. Let v ∈ V and consider the expression
(1.3)
( ||ANv||1
||v||1
)( ||ANv||2
||v||2
)−1
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where N  0. By Lemma 1.4.4 we have 1
C
||v||1 ≤ ||v||2 ≤ C||v||1, and it follows that
1
C2
≤
( ||ANv||1
||v||1
)( ||ANv||2
||v||2
)−1
≤ C2.
In particular, (1.3) is bounded below by 1
C2
> 0 for all N . Suppose that ||A||1 · ||A−1||2 <
1. Then ||A||N1 · ||A−1||N2 → 0 for N  0. We will show that (1.3) cannot exceed
||A||N1 · ||A−1||N2 , which will give us a contradiction. First, for operators A and B we have
the property that ||AB|| ≤ ||A|| · ||B||. It follows that
(1.4) ||A||N1 ≥ ||AN ||1 ≥
||ANv||1
||v||1
where the second inequality follows from the definition of norm of an operator. For
w = ANv we also have ( ||ANv||2
||v||2
)−1
=
( ||w||2
||A−Nw||2
)−1
=
||A−Nw||2
||w||2
≤ ||A−N ||2
≤ ||A−1||N2 .
(1.5)
Combining (1.4) and (1.5) it follows that
||A||N1 · ||A−1||N2 ≥
( ||ANv||1
||v||1
)( ||ANv||2
||v||2
)−1
which completes the proof. 2
Corollary 1.4.8. Let A : V → V be invertible and ||•|| a norm such that ||A||·||A−1|| = 1.
Then ||A|| = ||A||inf .
Proof. Suppose ||•||1 is a norm on V such that ||A||1 < ||A||. Then ||A||1·||A−1|| < 1
which contradicts Lemma 1.4.7. 2
Definition 1.4.9. Let ||•|| be a norm on V . Then an operator A : V → V is a similitude
(with respect to || • ||) if ||Av|| = λ||v|| for all v ∈ V . It follows that ||A|| = λ.
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Claim 1.4.10. If A : V → V is an invertible similitude with ||Av|| = λ||v||, then
||A||inf = λ and ||A−1|| = 1λ .
Proof. Since A is a similitude, we have
||A−1|| = sup
v∈V−{0}
||A−1(Av)||
||Av|| = supv∈V−{0}
||v||
λ||v|| =
1
λ
.
By Corollary 1.4.8 it follows that ||A|| = ||A||inf . 2
1.4.4. Properties of norms. Given the canonical form of a connection or difference
operator, it is quite easy to calculate the norm. With respect to the canonical basis, in
particular we note that indecomposable connections with no horizontal sections, inde-
composable invertible difference operators, and their inverses are all similitudes.
Remark. We introduce here notation to clear up a potentially confusing situation. The
issue is the notation ∇ = d
dz
+ A for a connection. In particular, at the local coordinate
ζ = 1
z
the change of variable gives us ∇ = −ζ2 d
dζ
+ A(ζ). To emphasize the local
coordinate we will use the notation ∇z (respectively ∇ζ) to indicate that we are writing
∇ in terms of z (respectively ζ). In particular we have the equalities ∇z = −ζ2∇ζ and
z∇z = −ζ∇ζ . This change of variable is also discussed in the proof of Claim 3.3.8.
Proposition 1.4.11. For an indecomposable (V,∇) = (Ef ⊗ Jm) ∈ C such that ∇ has
no horizontal sections,
(1) ||∇||inf = ord(f)−1.
If ∇ is invertible we also have
(2) ||∇−1||inf = −ord(f)+1.
(3) For (V,∇) ∈ C0, ||(z∇)−1||inf = −ord(f).
(4) For (V,∇) ∈ C∞, ||(z∇)−1||inf = ||(ζ∇ζ)−1||inf = −ord(f).
(5) For (V,∇) ∈ Cx, ||(z∇zx)−1||inf = 1−ord(f).
Proposition 1.4.12. For an indecomposable (V,Φ) = (Dg ⊗ Tm) ∈ N ,
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(1) ||Φ||inf = ord(g).
(2) ||(θΦ)−1||inf = −ord(g)−1.
Proof of Propositions 1.4.11 and 1.4.12. As mentioned above, with respect
to the canonical basis and the norm given in Example 1.4.3, it is clear that ∇, z∇, Φ and
θΦ are all similitudes. The results then follow from Claim 1.4.10 and the definitions of
Ef and Dg. Note that the result for Proposition 1.4.11, (5) is different from (3) and (4),
because in (5) multiplication by z has no effect on the norm of the operator (because the
local coordinate is zx). 2
1.4.5. Order of an operator. The order of an operator is a notion closely related to
the norm of an operator. It is often more convenient to work with order as opposed to
norm, so we give a brief introduction to order below.
Definition 1.4.13. Let B : V → V be a k-linear operator and || • || a norm defined on
V . Then the order of B is
Ord(B) = log ||B||spec,
with Ord(0) :=∞.
Example 1.4.14. The term “order” is suggestive for the following reason. Given Def-
inition 1.4.13, the properties of similitudes, and ∇ an indecomposable connection with
no horizontal sections, the following property holds: Ord(∇) = ` if and only if for all
n ∈ Q we have ∇(znI) = (∗zn+`)I+ higher order terms. Similarly for an indecomposable
difference operator Φ, Ord(Φ) = j if and only if Φ(θnI) = (∗θn+j)I+ higher order terms.
Note that here ∗ ∈ k− Z if ` = −1 and ∗ ∈ k otherwise.
In the context of the order of an operator, we can state the results of Propositions
1.4.11 and 1.4.12 as follows.
Corollary 1.4.15 (to Propositions 1.4.11 and 1.4.12). For indecomposable (V,∇) =
(Ef ⊗ Jm) in either C0 or C∞ we have
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(1) Ord(∇) = ord(f)− 1, Ord
(
z∇
)
= ord(f), and Ord
(
(z∇)−1
)
= −ord(f).
For indecomposable (V,∇zx) = (Ef ⊗ Jm) ∈ Cx,
(2) Ord
(
z∇zx
)
= Ord
(
∇zx
)
= ord(f)− 1 and Ord
(
(z∇zx)−1
)
= 1− ord(f).
For indecomposable (V,Φ) = (Dg ⊗ Um) ∈ N
(3) Ord(Φ) = ord(g) and Ord
(
(θΦ)−1
)
= −ord(g)− 1.
1.5. Operator-root Lemma
In this section we prove a lemma which will be important in the calculation of both
the local Fourier and the local Mellin transforms. Namely, the Operator-root Lemma
tackles one difficult part of the calculation, that of defining what it means to take the
root of a particular operator. To define such a process, we first find a formula for taking
integer powers of an operator, and then extend that formula to define fractional powers
of the operator as well. The extension of the formula to define a root of the operator
relies on techniques found in [Ari].
1.5.1. Integer powers of an operator.
Definition 1.5.1. Recall Definition 1.4.13 for the order of an operator. Let A and B be
k-linear operators from Kq to Kq. It can be helpful to think of Ord(A) as
Ord(A) = inf
f∈Kq
(ord(Af)− ord(f)) , with Ord(0) =∞.
We now define the notation o(zk) by
A = B + o(zk) if and only if Ord(A−B) ≥ k.
Lemma 1.5.2. Let A and B be k-linear operators on Kq, with the following conditions:
A and A + B are similitudes, and [A, [B,A]] = 0. Let Ord(A) = a, Ord(B) = b, and
suppose that a < b. Then
(1.6) (A+B)m = Am +mA(m−1)B +
m(m− 1)
2
Am−2[B,A] + o(za(m−1)+b)
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for all m ∈ Z.
Proof. We first prove that (1.6) holds for m ≥ 0 using induction. The case m = 0
is trivial. Assuming the equation holds for (A+B)m, we have
(A+B)m+1 = (A+B)m(A+B)
= Am+1 +mAm−1BA+
m(m− 1)
2
Am−2[B,A]A+ AmB + o(za(m−1)+b+a)
= Am+1 + (m+ 1)AmB +mAm−1[B,A] +
m(m− 1)
2
Am−1[B,A] + o(zam+b)
= Am+1 + (m+ 1)AmB +
m(m+ 1)
2
Am−1[B,A] + o(zam+b)
which completes the induction for the nonnegative integers . Since A + B is invertible,
the expansion
(A+B)−1 = A−1 − A−1BA−1 + A−1BA−1BA−1 − . . .
is well-defined. Using that expansion (which verifies the base case m = −1), the proof
for m ≤ −1 follows in the same manner as the proof for the nonnegative integers above.
Note that the condition Ord(A−1) = −Ord(A) (which follows from A being a similitude)
is necessary for the induction on the negative integers. 2
1.5.2. Fractional powers of an operator. We now wish to use (1.6) to define frac-
tional powers of the operator (A + B), given certain operators A and B. We follow the
method of [Ari, Section 7.1] to extend the definition, though our goal is more narrow;
Arinkin defines powers for all α ∈ k, but we only need to define fractional powers m ∈ 1
p
Z
for a given nonzero integer p.
Lemma 1.5.3 (Operator-root Lemma). Let A and B be the following k-linear operators
on Kq: A = multiplication by f = jz
p/q + o(zp/q), 0 6= j ∈ k, and B = zn d
dz
with n 6= 0,
p 6= 0, and q > 0 all integers. We have Ord(A) = p
q
and Ord(B) = n− 1, and we assume
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that p
q
< n− 1. Then we can choose a pth root of (A+B), (A+B)1/p, such that
(A+B)m = Am +mA(m−1)B +
m(m− 1)
2
Am−2[B,A] + o(z(p/q)(m−1)+n−1)
holds for all m ∈ 1
p
Z where (A+B)m = ((A+B)1/p)pm.
Proof. We use the notation found in [Ari, Section 7.1]. Letting P = (1/j)(A+ B)
we have P : Kq → Kq is k-linear of the form
P
(∑
β
cβz
β/q
)
=
∑
β
cβ
∑
i≥0
pi(β)z
(β+i+p)/q.
Thus p0(β) = 1 and all pi are constants or have the form β/q+constant, so the necessary
conditions [Ari, Section 7.1, conditions (1) and (2)] are satisfied. We can now define Pm,
and likewise (A+B)m = jmPm, for m = 1
p
. 2
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CHAPTER 2
Explicit calculations for local Fourier transforms
In [BE04], S. Bloch and H. Esnault introduced the local Fourier transforms for con-
nections on the formal punctured disk. In [GL04], R. Garcia Lopez found similar results
to [BE04] using a different method. Bloch and Esnault also apply the local Fourier
transforms to analyze properties of rigidity, in particular proving an invariance result
for the rigidity index under the global Fourier transform. Neither [BE04] nor [GL04]
gave explicit calculations for the local Fourier transforms, however. Explicit formulas
were proved by J. Fang in [Fan07] and C. Sabbah in [Sab07]. Interestingly, the calcula-
tions rely on different ideas: the proof of [Fan07] is more algebraic, while [Sab07] uses
geometric methods.
In this chapter, we provide yet another proof of the formulas given in [Fan07] and
[Sab07]. Our approach is closer to Fang’s, but more straightforward. Specifically, in
order to calculate a particular local Fourier transform, one must ascertain the ‘canonical
form’ of the local Fourier transform of a given connection. This amounts to constructing
an isomorphism between two connections (on a punctured formal disk). In [Fan07], this
is done by writing matrices of the connections with respect to certain bases. We work
with operators directly, using techniques described by D. Arinkin in [Ari, Section 7].
In section 2.1 we define the local Fourier transforms and mention some of their prop-
erties. We state theorems for the calculation of the local Fourier transforms in section
2.2, and then prove the theorems in section 2.3. In section 2.4 we show how our results
coincide with the earlier computations of Fang in [Fan07].
2.1. Local Fourier transforms
Recall the following notation: we write C0 to indicate the category C with the coordi-
nate z at the point zero and C∞ to indicate the coordinate ζ = 1z at the point at infinity.
We also denote by C<1∞ (respectively C>1∞ ) the full subcategory of C∞ of connections whose
irreducible components all have slope less than one (respectively greater than one); that
is, Ef such that −1 < ord(f) (respectively −1 > ord(f)). Note that for 0 6= x ∈ k,
calculation of the local Fourier transform can be reduced to the C0 case, so we do not
give explicit formulas for objects in Cx.
Definition 2.1.1. We define the local Fourier transforms F (0,∞), F (∞,0) and F (∞,∞)
using the relations given in [BE04, Propositions 3.7, 3.9 and 3.12] while following the
convention of [Ari, Section 2.2]. We let the Fourier transform coordinate of z be zˆ,
with ζˆ = 1
zˆ
. Let E = (V,∇z) ∈ C0 such that ∇z has no horizontal sections, thus ∇z
is invertible. The following is a precise definition for F (0,∞)(E), the other local Fourier
transforms can be defined analogously and thus precise definitions are omitted. Consider
on V the k-linear operators
(2.1) ζˆ = −∇−1z : V → V and ∇ˆζˆ = −ζˆ−2z : V → V.
As in [Ari], ζˆ extends to define an action of k((ζˆ)) on V and dimk((ζˆ))V <∞. We write Vζˆ
to indicate that we are considering V as a k((ζˆ))-vector space. Then ∇ˆζˆ is a connection,
and the k((ζˆ))-vector space Vζˆ with connection ∇ˆζˆ is denoted by
F (0,∞)(E) := (Vζˆ , ∇ˆζˆ) ∈ C<1∞ ,
which defines the functor F (0,∞) : C0 → C<1∞ .
Given the conventions above, we can express the other local Fourier transforms by
the functors
F (∞,0) : C<1∞ → C0 and F (∞,∞) : C>1∞ → C>1∞ .
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If one considers only the full subcategories of C0 and C<1∞ of connections with no
horizontal sections, the functors F (0,∞) and F (∞,0) define an equivalence of categories.
Similarly, F (∞,∞) is an auto-equivalence of the subcategory C>1∞ [BE04, Propositions
3.10 and 3.12].
2.2. Statement of theorems
Let s be a nonnegative integer and r a positive integer.
2.2.1. Calculation of F (0,∞).
Theorem 2.2.1. Let f ∈ R◦r(z) with ord(f) = −s/r and f 6= 0. Then Ef ∈ C0 and
F (0,∞)(Ef ) ' Eg,
where g ∈ R◦r+s(ζˆ) is determined by the following system of equations:
(2.2) f = −zzˆ
(2.3) g = f +
s
2(r + s)
Remark. Recall that ζˆ = 1
zˆ
. We determine g using (2.2) and (2.3) as follows. First,
using (2.2) we express z in terms of ζˆ1/(r+s). We then substitute that expression for z
into (2.3) and solve to get an expression for g(ζˆ) in terms of ζˆ1/(r+s).
When we use (2.2) to write an expression for z in terms of ζˆ1/(r+s), the expression is
not unique since we must make a choice of a root of unity. More concretely, let η be a
primitive (r+s)th root of unity. Then replacing ζˆ1/(r+s) with ηζˆ1/(r+s) in our equation for
z will yield another possible expression for z. This choice will not affect the overall result,
however, since all such expressions will lie in the same Galois orbit. Thus by Proposition
1.1.4 (1), they all correspond to the same connection.
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Corollary 2.2.2. Let E be an object in C. By Proposition 1.1.4 (3), let E have decom-
position E '
⊕
i
(
Efi ⊗ Jmi
)
. Then
F (0,∞)(E) '
⊕
i
(
Egi ⊗ Jmi
)
for Egi = F (0,∞)(Efi) as defined in Theorem 2.2.1.
Sketch of Proof. Ef ⊗ Jm is the unique indecomposable object in C formed by
m successive extensions of Ef . Since we have an equivalence of categories, we only need
to know how F (0,∞) acts on Ef . This is given by Theorem 2.2.1. 2
2.2.2. Calculation of F (∞,0).
Theorem 2.2.3. Let f ∈ R◦r(ζ) with ord(f) = −s/r, s < r, and f 6= 0. Then Ef ∈ C<1∞
and
F (∞,0)(Ef ) ' Eg,
where g ∈ R◦r−s(zˆ) is determined by the following system of equations:
(2.4) f = zzˆ
(2.5) g = −f + s
2(r − s)
Remark. We determine g from (2.4) and (2.5) as follows. First, we use (2.4) to express
ζ in terms of zˆ1/(r−s). We then substitute this expression into (2.5) to get an expression
for g(zˆ) in terms of zˆ1/(r−s).
2.2.3. Calculation of F (∞,∞).
Theorem 2.2.4. Let f ∈ R◦r(ζ) with ord(f) = −s/r and s > r. Then Ef ∈ C>1∞ and
F (∞,∞)(Ef ) ' Eg,
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where g ∈ R◦s−r(ζˆ) is determined by the following system of equations:
(2.6) f = zzˆ
(2.7) g = −f + s
2(s− r)
Remark. We determine g from (2.6) and (2.7) as follows. First, we use (2.6) to express
ζ in terms of ζˆ1/(s−r). We then substitute this expression into (2.7) to get an expression
for g(ζˆ) in terms of ζˆ1/(s−r).
2.3. Proof of theorems
2.3.1. Outline of proof of Theorem 2.2.1. We start with the operators given in (2.1),
viewing them as equivalent operators on Kr. We wish to understand how the operator
∇ˆζˆ acts in terms of the operator ζˆ. The proof is broken into two cases, depending on the
type of singularity. In the case of regular singularity, we have ord(f) = 0, and the proof
is fairly straightforward. In the irregular singularity case where ord(f) < 0, the proof
hinges upon defining a fractional power of an operator. This was done in Lemma 1.5.3,
the Operator-root Lemma. Lemma 1.5.3 is the heavy lifting of the proof; the remaining
portion is just calculation to extract the appropriate constant term (see remark below)
from the expression given by Lemma 1.5.3.
Remark. We give a brief explanation regarding the origin of the system of equations
found in Theorem 2.2.1. Consider the expressions given in (2.1). Suppose we were to make
a “naive” local Fourier transform over Kr by defining ∇z = z−1f(z) and ∇ˆζˆ = ζˆ−1g(ζˆ);
in other words, as in Definition 1.1.1 but without the differential parts. Then from the
equation −(z−1f)−1 = ζˆ we conclude
(2.8) f = −zzˆ.
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Similarly, from −ζˆ−2z = ζˆ−1g we find −zˆz = g, which when combined with (2.8) gives
(2.9) f = g.
When one incorporates the differential parts into the expressions for ∇z and ∇ˆζˆ , one sees
that the system of equations (2.8) and (2.9) nearly suffices to find the correct expression
for g(ζˆ), only a constant term is missing. This constant term arises from the interplay
between the differential and linear parts of ∇z, and we wish to derive what the value
of it is. Similar calculations can be carried out to justify the systems of equations for
Theorems 2.2.3 and 2.2.4.
2.3.2. Proof of Theorem 2.2.1.
Proof. From [BE04, Proposition 3.7] we have the following equations for the local
Fourier transform F (0,∞):
(2.10) z = −ζˆ2(∂ζˆ) and ∂z = −ζˆ−1.
Converting to our notation, we write ∂ζˆ = ∇ˆζˆ = ddζˆ + ζˆ−1g(ζˆ) and ∂z = ∇z =
d
dz
+ z−1f(z). Then (2.10) becomes
(2.11) z = −ζˆ2 d
dζˆ
− ζˆg(ζˆ)
and
(2.12)
d
dz
+ z−1f(z) = −ζˆ−1.
Our goal is to use (2.12) to write an expression for the operator z in terms of ζˆ, at which
point we can substitute into (2.11) to find an expression for g(ζˆ).
Case One: Regular singularity (ord(f) = 0).
In this case we have s = 0 and r = 1, so f = α ∈ k − Z. Then (2.12) has form
d
dz
+ α
z
= −ζˆ−1. But on K, the operator d
dz
acts on monomials as multiplication by n
z
for
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some n ∈ Z, and f ∈ R◦r(z) means that α is only defined up to a shift by Z. Thus the
operator d
dz
+ α
z
acts in the same manner as just α
z
. In other words, we can safely ignore
the differential part of the operator in the case of a regular singularity. The remainder
of this case follows from the remark below the outline in subsection 2.3.1.
Case Two: Irregular singularity (ord(f) < 0).
Consider the equation
(2.13) z−1f = −ζˆ−1,
which is (2.12) without the differential part, and coincides with (2.2). Equation (2.13)
can be thought of as an implicit expression for the variable z in terms of ζˆ, which one
can rewrite as an explicit expression z = h(ζˆ) ∈ k((ζˆ1/(r+s))) for the variable z. This
is the purely algebraic calculation which in Theorem 2.2.1 is stated as expressing z in
terms of ζˆ1/(r+s). Note that since there is no differential part in (2.13), h(ζˆ) is not the
same as the operator z. Since the leading term of z−1f(z) is az−(r+s)/r (for some a ∈ k),
(2.13) implies that h(ζˆ) = ar/(r+s)(−ζˆ)r/(r+s) + o(ζˆr/(r+s)). Using (2.12) we find that the
operator z will be of the form
(2.14) z = h(ζˆ) + ∗(−ζˆ) + o(ζˆ)
where the ∗ ∈ k represents the coefficient that arises from the interplay between the
differential and linear parts of (−ζˆ) = (∇z)−1. As explained in the outline, we wish to
find the value of *. Let A = z−1f(z) and B = d
dz
, then [B,A] = A′ = z−1f ′−z−2f . From
(2.12) we have −ζˆ = (A+B)−1, and we apply the Operator-root Lemma (Lemma 1.5.3)
to find
(−ζˆ) rr+s = a −rr+s
(
z + · · ·+ a−1
[ −r
r + s
(
Z
r
)
+
−r
r + s
+
−s
2(r + s)
]
z
r+s
r
) + o(z
r+s
r )
)
.
Remark. We use the notation Z
r
to represent the operator z d
dz
. This notation makes
sense, because z d
dz
: Kr → Kr acts as z ddz (zn/r) = nr (zn/r) for any n ∈ Z.
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Also from Lemma 1.5.2 we have
(−ζˆ) = a−1z1+(s/r) + o(z1+(s/r)).
The appropriate value for * in (2.14) is the expression that will make the leading term
of ∗(−ζˆ), which will be ∗a−1z1+(s/r), cancel with a−1
[
−Z
r+s
+ −r
r+s
+ −s
2(r+s)
]
z1+(s/r). Thus
we find that
(2.15) ∗ = Z+ r
r + s
+
s
2(s+ r)
.
Applying both sides of (2.11) to 1 ∈ Kr, and using the fact that ddζˆ (1) = 0, we see that
z = −ζˆg(ζˆ). Thus to find the expression for g we simply need to compute the Laurent
series in ζˆ given by (−ζˆ−1)z. Substituting the expressions from (2.14) and (2.15) into
(−ζˆ−1)z, we have
g(ζˆ) = −ζˆ−1h(ζˆ) +
(
Z+ r
r + s
+
s
2(r + s)
)
+ o(1).
By Proposition 1.1.4, (1), Eg,r+s will be isomorphic to Eg˙,r+s where
(2.16) g˙(ζˆ) = −ζˆ−1h(ζˆ) + s
2(r + s)
,
since g and g˙ differ only by Z+r
r+s
∈ 1
r+s
Z. From (2.13) we have −ζˆ−1h(ζˆ) = −zzˆ = f , so
(2.16) matches (2.3) which completes the proof. 2
2.3.3. Proof of Theorem 2.2.3.
Proof. This proof is much the same as the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, so we only sketch
the pertinent details. From [BE04, Proposition 3.9], in our notation we have
(2.17) ζ2∇ζ = zˆ and ζ−1 = −∇ˆzˆ
We wish to write z = ζ−1 in terms of zˆ1/(r−s). Consider the equation
(2.18) ζf = zˆ
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which is the first equation of (2.17) without the differential part. We can think of (2.18)
as an implicit definition for the variable ζ, which we can rewrite as an explicit expression
ζ = h(zˆ) = a−r/(r−s)zˆr/(r−s) + o(zˆr/(r−s)). Letting A = ζf(ζ), B = ζ2 d
dζ
and zˆ = A + B,
we have [B,A] = ζ2A′ and the Operator-root Lemma gives
zˆr/(r−s) = ar/(r−s)
(
ζ + · · ·+ a−1
[
r
r − s
(
Z
r
)
+
s
2(r − s)
]
ζ1+(s/r) + o(ζ1+(s/r))
)
and
zˆ(r+s)/(r−s) = a(r+s)/(r−s)ζ1+(s/r) + o(ζ1+(s/r)).
We conclude that the operator ζ will be
ζ = h(zˆ) + a−2r/(r−s)
[ −Z
r − s +
−s
2(r − s)
]
zˆ(r+s)/(r−s) + o(zˆ(r+s)/(r−s)).
Inverting the operator ζ, we find
ζ−1 = z = h(zˆ)−1 +
(
Z
r − s +
s
2(r − s)
)
zˆ−1 + o(zˆ−1)
and it follows that
g(zˆ) = −zˆz = −zˆh(zˆ)−1 + −Z
r − s +
−s
2(r − s) + o(1).
Note that f = zˆh(zˆ)−1. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, we use Proposition 1.1.4,
(1), to find an object isomorphic to Eg which matches the object given in the theorem,
completing the proof of Theorem 2.2.3. 2
2.3.4. Proof of Theorem 2.2.4.
Proof. The calculations are virtually identical to the proof of Theorem 2.2.3, but
the expressions are written in terms of ζˆ instead of zˆ, and s− r instead of r− s. Starting
with [BE04, Proposition 3.12], in our notation we have
ζ2∇ζ = zˆ and ζ−1 = −ζˆ2∇ˆζˆ .
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Repeating the calculations of Theorem 2.2.3 we conclude that
g(ζˆ) = −ζˆ−1z = −ζˆ−1h(ζˆ)−1 + Z
s− r +
s
2(s− r) + o(1).
Note that −ζˆ−1h(ζˆ)−1 = f . As before, by considering an appropriate isomorphic object
we eliminate the term with Z, completing the proof of Theorem 2.2.4. 2
2.4. Comparison with previous results
One notes that in [Fan07], Fang’s Theorems 1, 2, and 3 look slightly different from
those given in (respectively) our Theorems 2.2.1, 2.2.3, and 2.2.4. We shall present a brief
explanation for the equivalence of Fang’s Theorem 1 and our Theorem 2.2.1. One large
difference in our methods is that Fang’s calculations are split into a regular and irregular
part, whereas we calculate both parts simultaneously. We first verify the equivalence for
the irregular part.
2.4.1. Equivalence for the irregular part. Suppose f in Theorem 2.2.1 has zero
regular part. In particular, this means that f has no constant term. Then with Fang’s
notation on the left and our notation on the right, we have the following relationships:
t corresponds to z
t′ corresponds to zˆ
t∂t(α) corresponds to f
(1/t′)∂(1/t′)(β) +
s
2(r + s)
corresponds to g
Using the correspondences above and equation (2.1) from Fang’s paper, one can
manipulate the systems of equations to see that the theorems coincide on the irregular
part.
2.4.2. Equivalence for the regular part. In [Fan07], the structure of the theorems is
such that the calculation of the regular part is quite straightforward. Using our theorems,
however, the calculation of the regular part is hidden. To verify that the regular portion
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of our calculation matches up with the results from [Fan07], it suffices to prove the claim
below. We note that one can also calculate the regular part by using the global Fourier
transform and meromorphic Katz extension; our proof is independent of that method.
Claim 2.4.1. Let f(z) = az−s/r + · · · + b as in Theorem 2.2.1 and F (0,∞)(Ef ) = Eg.
Then g will have constant term
(
r
r + s
)
b+
s
2(r + s)
.
Before we prove Claim 2.4.1, we first prove two lemmas regarding general facts about
formal Laurent series and compositional inverses.
Lemma 2.4.2. Let j(z) ∈ Kq with ord(j) = pq , p ∈ Z − {0} and q > 0. If p > 0, then
j has a formal compositional inverse j〈−1〉 ∈ k((z1/p)). If p < 0, then j has a formal
compositional inverse j〈−1〉 ∈ k((ζ1/p)).
Proof. Let h(z) = (z1/p ◦ j ◦ zq)(z). Then h(z) is a formal power series with no
constant term and a nonzero coefficient for the z term. Such a power series will have a
compositional inverse, call it h〈−1〉(z). Then j〈−1〉(z) := (zq ◦ h〈−1〉 ◦ z1/p)(z) will be a
compositional inverse for j. 2
Remark. Note that h (and h〈−1〉 as well) is not unique since a choice of root of unity is
made. This will not affect our result, though, since hp and (h〈−1〉)q will be unique.
Lemma 2.4.3. Let j(z) = az−(r+s)/r + · · ·+ bz−1 + o(z−1), j(z) ∈ Kr, with s a non-
negative integer and r ∈ Z+. Then the coefficient for the z−1 term of j〈−1〉(z) will be
br
r+s
.
Proof. Let h(z) = (z−1/(r+s) ◦ j ◦ zr)(z). Then j(zr) = h−(r+s) and from the proof
of Lemma 2.4.2 we have
(2.19) j〈−1〉(z−(r+s)) = (h〈−1〉)r.
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According to the Lagrange inversion formula, the coefficients of h and h〈−1〉 are related
by
(2.20) (r + s)[zr+s](h〈−1〉)r = r[z−r]h−(r+s)
where [zr+s](h〈−1〉)r denotes the coefficient of the zr+s term in the expansion of (h〈−1〉)r.
Substituting (2.19) and j(zr) = h−(r+s) into (2.20) we conclude that
(2.21) [zr+s]j〈−1〉(z−(r+s)) =
r
r + s
[z−r]j(zr)
Since [z−r]j(zr) = b, the conclusion follows. 2
Proof of Claim 2.4.1. Given the notation used above for the Lagrange inversion
formula, we can restate the claim as follows: if [z0]f = b, then [ζˆ0]g = br
r+s
+ s
2(r+s)
.
Let j(z) = −z−1f . Then
[z−1]j = −[z0]f = −b.
By (2.2) we conclude that zˆ = j(z), and by Lemma 2.4.2 let j〈−1〉 be the compositional
inverse. Then j〈−1〉(zˆ) = z. From (2.3) we have g = −zzˆ + s
2(r+s)
, which implies that
−zˆ−1(g − s
2(r+s)
) = j〈−1〉(zˆ). This gives
[zˆ−1]j〈−1〉 = −[zˆ0]g + s
2(r + s)
or equivalently
(2.22) [zˆ0]g = −[zˆ−1]j〈−1〉 + s
2(r + s)
.
By Lemma 2.4.3, [z−1]j = −b implies that [zˆ−1]j〈−1〉 = −br
r+s
. The result then follows from
(2.22) and noting that [zˆ0]g = [ζˆ0]g. 2
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CHAPTER 3
Introduction of local Mellin transforms
In this chapter we give rigorous definitions for the local Mellin transforms for connec-
tions on the punctured formal disk, as well as define the local inverse Mellin transforms.
We also prove that the local Mellin transforms induce certain equivalences of categories,
but leave explicit calculations for the next chapter. We denote the local Mellin trans-
forms byM(0,∞),M(x,∞), andM(∞,∞), where the superscripts are indicative of the point
of singularity in the same fashion as for the local Fourier transforms. The results and
definitions of this chapter are analogous to those for the local Fourier transforms found
in Chapter 2, section 2.1, as well as [Ari], [BE04] and [GL04].
In section 3.1 we present definitions and results regarding Tate vector spaces (which
are also found in [Ari, Section 5.3]) that are pertinent to our construction of the local
Mellin transform. Section 3.2 is devoted to taking the results in section 3.1 and aligning
them to our particular situation. In sections 3.3 and 3.4 we give formal definitions
of the local Mellin and local inverse Mellin transforms, as well as prove that they are
well-defined. We demonstrate the equivalences of categories given by the local Mellin
transforms in section 3.5.
3.1. Definitions and previous results
3.1.1. The z-adic topology. Let A = k[[z]].
Definition 3.1.1. We define the z-adic topology on the vector space V as follows: a
lattice is a k-subspace L ⊂ V that is of the form L = ⊕iAei for some basis ei of V over
K. Then the z-adic topology on V is defined by letting the basis of open neighborhoods
of v ∈ V be cosets v + L for all lattices L ⊂ V .
Note that one can fix a basis {ei} and define certain lattices Lk =
⊕
i z
kAei for all
k ∈ Z. Then for any open neighborhood v + L of v ∈ V , there exists k ∈ Z such that
v + Lk ⊂ v + L. In particular, let {e′i} be the basis corresponding to L and C = (cij) be
the change of basis matrix sending ei to e
′
i. Then k = −min{ord(cij)} will do.
Remark. An equivalent definition for the z-adic topology, without reference to choice of
basis, is given in [Ari, Section 4.2]. The z-adic topology is also equivalent to the topology
induced by any norm, as described in Lemma 1.4.4.
For ease of explication, we copy the remaining definitions and results in this section
from [Ari, Section 5.3]. For more details on Tate vector spaces, see [BD04, Section
2.7.7].
3.1.2. Tate vector spaces.
Definition 3.1.2. Let V be a topological vector space over k, where k is equipped with
the discrete topology. V is linearly compact if it is complete, Hausdorff, and has a base
of neighborhoods of zero consisting of subspaces of finite codimension. Equivalently, a
linearly compact space is the topological dual of a discrete space.
V is a Tate space if it has a linearly compact open subspace.
Definition 3.1.3. An A-module M is of Tate type if there is a finitely generated sub-
module M ′ ⊂M such that M/M ′ is a torsion module that is ‘cofinitely generated’ in the
sense that
dimk Annz(M/M
′) <∞, where Annz(M/M ′) = {m ∈M/M ′|zm = 0}.
Lemma 3.1.4.
(1) Any finitely generated A-module M is linearly compact in the z-adic topology.
(2) Any A-module of Tate type is a Tate vector space in the z-adic topology.
Proposition 3.1.5. Let V be a Tate space. Suppose an operator Z : V → V satisfies
the following conditions:
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(1) Z is continuous, open and (linearly) compact. In other words, if V ′ ⊂ V is an
open linearly compact subspace, then so are Z(V ′) and Z−1(V ′).
(2) Z is contracting. In other words, Zn → 0 in the sense that for any linearly
compact subspace V ′ ⊂ V and any open subspace U ⊂ V , we have Zn(V ′) ⊂ U
for n 0.
Then there exists a unique structure of a Tate type A-module on V such that z ∈ A acts
as Z and the topology on V coincides with the z-adic topology.
Definition 3.1.6. For a Tate space V , if an operator Z : V → V satisfies the conditions
of Proposition 3.1.5, we say it is nicely contracting. If an operator Z is invertible and
Z−1 satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.1.5, it is nicely expanding.
3.2. Lemmas
We prove some lemmas describing our situation in the language of Tate vector spaces.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let Z : V → V be a k-linear operator. If Ord(Z) > 0, then Z is
contracting.
Proof. Let {ei} be a basis over which Z has positive order and k ∈ Z. It suffices
to show that for the lattice L =
⊕
i
zkAei, any open subspace U , and some N ∈ Z, we
have Zn(L) ⊂ U for all n ≥ N . The fact that U is an open subspace implies that L′ ⊂ U
where L′ is the lattice
⊕
i
zjAei for some j ∈ Z. We show that Zn(L) ⊂ L′. Because
Ord(Z) = u > 0 we will have Z(L) ⊂
⊕
i
zk+uAei as well as Z
n(L) ⊂
⊕
i
zk+nuAei. As
n increases, the exponent k+ nu can be made arbitrarily large, in particular larger than
j. We conclude that Zn(L) ⊂ L′ ⊂ U for n 0. 2
Lemma 3.2.2. A K-vector space V is of Tate-type if and only if it is finite dimensional.
Proof. Note that as a K-vector space, V also has the structure of an A-module. For
the forward direction, there exists a finitely generated A-submodule M ′ ⊂ V such that
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V/M ′ is a torsion A-module. It follows that for every v ∈ V there exists a ∈ A − {0}
such that av ∈ M ′. Then av =
n∑
aim
′
i where ai ∈ A and {m′i} are the generators of
M ′, so v =
n∑
(ai/a)m
′
i and thus V is generated by {m′i}. Note that aia ∈ K, thus the
condition that V be a vector space is necessary.
For the reverse implication, let V ' Kn with basis {ei}. Then M ′ =
⊕
i
Aei is a
finitely generated A-submodule such that V/M ′ is a torsion module. Since
dimkAnnz(V/M
′) = n,
V/M ′ is also cofinitely generated. Thus V is of Tate-type. 2
Lemma 3.2.3. For any object (V,∇) ∈ C or (V,Φ) ∈ N , V is a Tate vector space.
Proof. Since V is finite dimensional, this follows from Lemma 3.2.2 and Lemma
3.1.4,(2). 2
3.3. Definition of local Mellin transforms
Below we give definitions of the local Mellin transforms. To alleviate potential con-
fusion, let us explain the format we will use for the definitions. We begin by stating the
definition in its entirety, but it is not a priori clear that all statements of the definition
are true. We then claim that the transform is in fact well-defined and give a proof to
clear up the questionable parts of the definition.
3.3.1. Definition of M(0,∞).
Definition 3.3.1. Let E = (V,∇) ∈ C>00 . Thus all indecomposable components of ∇
have slope greater than zero, so for each indecomposable component Ef ⊗ Jm one has
ord(f) < 0. Consider on V the k-linear operators
(3.1) θ := −(z∇)−1 : V → V and Φ := z : V → V
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Then θ extends to an action of k((θ)) on V , dimk((θ))V < ∞, and Φ is an invertible
difference operator. We write V = Vθ to denote that we are considering V as a k((θ))-
vector space. We define the local Mellin transform from zero to infinity of E to be the
object
M(0,∞)(E) := (Vθ,Φ) ∈ N .
Claim 3.3.2. M(0,∞) is well-defined.
Proof. To prove the claim we must show the following:
(i) θ extends to an action of k((θ)) on V .
(ii) Vθ is finite dimensional.
(iii) Φ is an invertible difference operator on Vθ.
We prove (i) with Lemma 3.3.3 below. In the proof of Lemma 3.3.3 we show that z∇
is nicely expanding, and it follows by Proposition 3.1.5 that Vθ is of Tate type. Lemma
3.2.2 then implies that Vθ is finite-dimensional, proving (ii). To prove (iii), we first note
that Φ is invertible by construction. To see that Φ is a difference operator, we first show
that it suffices to show that for η = θ−1 one has Φη = (η+1)Φ. By definition, we need to
show that Φ(fv) = ϕ(f)Φ(v) for all f ∈ K and v ∈ V . Since Φ is k-linear and Laurent
polynomials are dense in Laurent series, this reduces to showing that Φ(θi) = ϕ(θi)Φ,
which can be proved by induction as long as you can show that Φ(θ) =
(
θ
1+θ
)
Φ. This
last equation is equivalent to (η + 1)Φ = Φη, which we now prove. Using the fact that
[∇, z] = 1 and the definitions given in (3.1) we compute
(η + 1)Φ = −z∇z + z = −z(z∇+ 1) + z = z(−z∇) = Φη.
2
Lemma 3.3.3. The definition for θ, as defined in (3.1), extends to an action of k((θ))
on V .
Proof. Since all indecomposable components of ∇ have positive slope, ∇ (and z∇)
will be invertible and thus θ is well-defined. An action of k[θ−1] = k[−z∇] on V is
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trivially defined. If z∇ : V → V is nicely expanding, then by Proposition 3.1.5 we will
also have an action of k[[θ]] on V . This will give a well defined action of k((θ)) on V .
Thus all we need to prove is that z∇ : V → V is nicely expanding.
We must show that θ = (z∇)−1 : V → V is continuous, open, linearly compact and
contracting. Thanks to the canonical form we can assume without loss of generality that
∇ is indecomposable. Thus, in canonical form, z∇ will be
z
d
dz
+

f
1
. . .
. . . . . .

with f ∈ k[z−1/r] and ord(f) = −m/r < 0. Let {ei} be the canonical basis. Since
lattices are linearly compact open subspaces, to prove that (z∇)−1 is open, continuous
and linearly compact it suffices to show that (z∇) and (z∇)−1 map a lattice of the
form Lk =
⊕
(z1/r)kArei to a lattice of the same form (note that here we are using
Ar = k[[z1/r]]). We see that z∇(Lk) =
⊕
(z1/r)k−mArei = Lk−m and (z∇)−1(Lk) =⊕
(z1/r)k+mArei = Lk+m, so (z∇)−1 is open, continuous and linearly compact.
To show that (z∇)−1 is contracting, by Lemma 3.2.1 we only need to show that
Ord((z∇)−1) > 0. By Corollary 1.4.15, (1), then, it suffices to show that we have
ord(f) < 0 for the indecomposable (V,∇) = Ef ⊗ Jm. This condition is fulfilled by
assumption, since all indecomposable components have slope greater than zero. 2
3.3.2. Definition of M(x,∞).
Definition 3.3.4. Let E = (V,∇) ∈ Cx such that ∇ has no horizontal sections. Consider
on V the k-linear operators
(3.2) θ := −(z∇)−1 : V → V and Φ := z : V → V
Then θ extends to an action of k((θ)) on V , dimk((θ))V < ∞, and Φ is an invertible
difference operator. We define the local Mellin transform from x to infinity of E to be
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the object
M(x,∞)(E) := (Vθ,Φ) ∈ N .
Remark. Note that since E ∈ Cx, we are thinking of K as k((zx)). This emphasizes
that we are localizing at a point x 6= 0 with local coordinate zx = z − x.
Claim 3.3.5. M(x,∞) is well-defined.
Proof. To prove the claim we must show the following:
(i) θ extends to an action of k((θ)) on V .
(ii) Vθ is finite dimensional.
(iii) Φ is an invertible difference operator on Vθ.
We prove (i) with Lemma 3.3.6 below. The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are identical to
those found in the proof of Claim 3.3.2. 2
Lemma 3.3.6. The definition for θ, as given in (3.2) extends to an action of k((θ)) on
V .
Proof. As in the proof of Claim 3.3.2, all we need is that z∇ : V → V is nicely
expanding. Since ∇ has no horizontal sections, ∇ (and thus z∇) will be invertible. First
we show that (z∇)−1 : V → V is continuous, open, and linearly compact. We can assume
without loss of generality that, in canonical form, ∇ is a single indecomposable block.
Thus z∇ will have the form
z
d
dzx
+
z
zx

f
1
. . .
. . . . . .

with f ∈ k[z−1/rx ] and ord(f) = (−s/r) ≤ 0. It suffices to show that (z∇) and (z∇)−1
map a lattice of the form Lk =
⊕
(z
1/r
x )kAei to a lattice of the same form (note that here
we are using A = k[[z1/rx ]]). It is helpful to note that the leading term of an operator
is often the only important term for theoretical calculation. Thus one can think of z as
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zx+x, and reduce to considering z∇ as merely x∇ to conclude that z∇(Lk) = Lk−s−r and
(z∇)−1(Lk) = Lk+s+r. It follows that (z∇)−1 is open, continuous and linearly compact.
To show that (z∇)−1 is contracting, by Lemma 3.2.1 we need Ord((z∇)) > 0. By
Corollary 1.4.15, (2) it suffices to show that we have ord(f) < 1 for the indecomposable
(V,∇) = Ef ⊗ Jm. This condition is trivially fulfilled since the slope of a connection is
nonnegative. 2
3.3.3. Definition of M(∞,∞). Note that here we are thinking of K as k((ζ)), since we
are localizing at the point at infinity ζ = 1
z
.
Definition 3.3.7. Let E = (V,∇) ∈ C>0∞ , thus all irreducible components of ∇ have
slope greater than zero. Consider on V the k-linear operators
(3.3) θ := −(z∇)−1 : V → V and Φ := z : V → V
Then θ extends to an action of k((θ)) on V , dimk((θ))V < ∞, and Φ is an invertible
difference operator. We define the local Mellin transform from infinity to infinity of E to
be the object
M(∞,∞)(E) := (Vθ,Φ) ∈ N .
Claim 3.3.8. M(∞,∞) is well-defined.
Proof. The proof of Claim 3.3.8 is almost identical to the proof of Claim 3.3.2 (with
one caveat mentioned below) and is thus omitted. The ‘caveat’ was described previously
in the remark before Proposition 1.4.11, but we repeat the important parts here. In
particular we note that at infinity, due to the change of variable from z to ζ, we write
the canonical form for an indecomposable ∇z as
−ζ2∇ζ = −ζ2 d
dζ
+ ζ

f
1
. . .
. . . . . .

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with f ∈ k[ζ−1/r]. Thus z∇z = ζ∇ζ will be
−ζ d
dζ
+

f
1
. . .
. . . . . .
 .
2
Remark. The local Mellin transforms above give functors to apply to all connections
except for certain connections with regular singularity. More precisely, the only invertible
connections for whichM(0,∞),M(x,∞), andM(∞,∞) cannot be applied are those connec-
tions in C0 and C∞ with slope zero. It turns out that these connections with regular
singularity will map to difference operators with singularity at a point y 6= ∞. This
case is sufficiently small and different from the situation described above that we do not
discuss it in this dissertation.
3.4. Definition of local inverse Mellin transforms
3.4.1. Definition of M−(0,∞).
Definition 3.4.1. Let D = (V,Φ) ∈ N>0. Thus Φ is invertible and the irreducible
components of Φ have order greater than zero. Consider on V the k-linear operators
(3.4) z := Φ : V → V and ∇ := −(θΦ)−1 : V → V
Then z extends to an action of k((z)) on V , dimk((z))V <∞, and ∇ is a connection. We
write Vz for V to denote that we are considering V as a k((z))-vector space. We define
the local inverse Mellin transform from zero to infinity of D to be the object
M−(0,∞)(D) := (Vz,∇) ∈ C0.
Claim 3.4.2. M−(0,∞) is well-defined.
Proof. We must show the following:
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(i) z extends to an action of k((z)) on V .
(ii) Vz is finite dimensional.
(iii) ∇ is a connection on Vz.
We prove (i) with Lemma 3.4.3 below. In the proof of Lemma 3.4.3 we show that
Vz is of Tate type. Lemma 3.2.2 then implies that Vz is finite-dimensional, proving (ii).
To prove (iii) we must show that [∇, f ] = f ′ for all f ∈ k((z)). We first show that it
suffices to prove that [∇, z] = 1. Since ∇ is k-linear and Laurent polynomials are dense
in Laurent series, to show that [∇, f ] = f ′ we merely need to show that [∇, zn] = nzn−1
for all n ∈ Z. Assuming that [∇, z] = 1, though, we can prove that [∇, zn] = nzn−1 for
all n ∈ Z with the following steps: an induction argument proves it true for n > 1. Then
using the fact that 0 = [∇, 1] = [∇, zz−1] one can derive [∇, z−1] = −z−2. An induction
argument then proves [∇, zn] = nzn−1 for the negative integers. All that remains is to
show that [∇, z] = 1. We note that for η = θ−1 we have Φ−1(η)Φ = (η − 1). Then we
can use the definitions of (3.4) to compute
∇z − z∇ = −(θΦ)−1Φ + Φ(θΦ)−1 = −Φ−1ηΦ + η = 1.
2
Lemma 3.4.3. The definition of z, as given in (3.4), extends to an action of k((z)) on
V .
Proof. Φ is invertible, so an action of k[z−1] is defined. We prove that Φ is nicely
contracting and then invoke Proposition 3.1.5 to show that an action of k[[z]] is well-
defined.
To apply Proposition 3.1.5, we need z = Φ to be continuous, open, linearly compact,
and contracting. First we show that Φ is open, continuous and linearly compact. We can
assume that Φ is indecomposable, so in canonical form (V,Φ) = Dg⊗Tm for some g ∈ Kr
with ord(g) = s/r. Let {ei} be the canonical basis. As in previous proofs, it suffices to
show that Φ and Φ−1 map a lattice of the form Lk =
⊕
(θ1/r)kAei to a lattice of the same
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form (note that here we are using A = k[[θ1/r]]). Calculation using the canonical form
shows that Φ(Lk) = Lk+s and Φ
−1(Lk) = Lk−s, so Φ is open, continuous and linearly
compact.
To show that an indecomposable Φ is contracting, by Lemma 3.2.1 we need to show
that Ord(Φ) > 0. By Corollary 1.4.15, (3), we simply need that for (V,Φ) = Dg⊗Tm we
have ord(g) > 0. This follows from the assumption that all irreducible components of Φ
have order greater than zero.
2
3.4.2. Definition of M−(x,∞).
Definition 3.4.4. Let D = (V,Φ) ∈ N=0 such that all irreducible components of Φ have
order zero with the same leading coefficient x 6= 0, and Φ− x is invertible. Consider on
V the k-linear operators
(3.5) z := Φ : V → V and ∇ := −(θΦ)−1 : V → V.
Then the action of z − x = zx is clearly defined, zx extends to an action of k((zx)) on
V , dimk((zx))V < ∞, and ∇ is a connection. We write Vzx for V to denote that we are
considering V as a k((zx))-vector space. We define the local inverse Mellin transform
from x to infinity of D to be the object
M−(x,∞)(D) := (Vzx ,∇) ∈ Cx.
Claim 3.4.5. M−(x,∞) is well-defined.
Proof. To prove the claim we must show the following:
(i) zx extends to an action of k((zx)) on V .
(ii) Vzx is finite dimensional.
(iii) ∇ is a connection on Vzx .
We prove (i) with Lemma 3.4.6 below. In the proof of Lemma 3.4.6 we show that
Vzx is of Tate type. Lemma 3.2.2 then implies that Vzx is finite-dimensional, proving (ii).
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To prove (iii) we simply note that [∇, zx] = [∇, z] and then refer to the proof of Claim
3.4.2,(iii). 2
Lemma 3.4.6. The definition for zx, as given in (3.5), extends to an action of k((zx))
on V .
Proof. zx = Φ− x is invertible, so an action of k[z−1x ] is defined. To show that the
action of k[[zx]] is well-defined, we prove that zx is nicely contracting and then invoke
Proposition 3.1.5.
We first show that zx is continuous, open, and linearly compact. We can assume that
Φ is indecomposable, so according to Theorem 1.2.3, in canonical form zx = Φ − x will
be 
g
θλ
. . .
. . . . . .
ϕ
where g ∈ k[[θ1/r]] and ord(g) = s/r > 0. Let {ei} be the canonical basis. As in previous
proofs, it suffices to show that zx and z
−1
x map a lattice of the form Lk =
⊕
(θ1/r)kAei
to a lattice of the same form (note that here we are using A = k[[θ1/r]]). Calculation
using the canonical form shows that Φ(Lk) = Lk+s and Φ
−1(Lk) = Lk−s, so zx is open,
continuous and linearly compact.
To see that zx is contracting, we note that although ord(g) = 0, we have ord(g−x) > 0.
Thus by Corollary 1.4.15, (3) we see that zx is an indecomposable difference operator
with Ord(zx) > 0. Lemma 3.2.1 then confirms that zx is contracting.
2
3.4.3. Definition of M−(∞,∞).
Definition 3.4.7. Let D = (V,Φ) ∈ N<0. Thus Φ is invertible and the irreducible
components of Φ have order less than zero. Consider on V the k-linear operators
(3.6) z := Φ : V → V and ∇ := −(θΦ)−1 : V → V.
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Then ζ = z−1 extends to an action of k((ζ)) on V and dimk((ζ))V < ∞. We write Vζ
for V to denote that we are considering V as a k((ζ))-vector space. We define the local
inverse Mellin transform from infinity to infinity of D to be the object
M−(∞,∞)(D) := (Vζ ,∇) ∈ C∞.
Claim 3.4.8. M−(∞,∞) is well-defined.
Proof. The fact that all irreducible components of Φ have order less than zero
implies that Ord(Φ) < 0. This in turn implies that Ord(Φ−1) = Ord(ζ) > 0, and the
remainder of the proof is identical to the proof of Claim 3.4.2. 2
3.5. Equivalence of categories
Assuming that composition of the functors is defined, by inspection one can see that
M(0,∞) and M−(0,∞) are inverse functors (and the same holds for the pairs M(x,∞) and
M−(x,∞) as well as M(∞,∞) and M−(∞,∞)). Thus in order to show that the local Mellin
transforms induce certain equivalences of categories, all we need is to confirm that the
functors map into the appropriate subcategories. We first prove an important property
of normed vector spaces which coincides with properties of Tate vector spaces. This will
be useful in demonstrating the equivalence of categories.
3.5.1. Normed vector spaces. Our first goal is to prove the following lemma, which
will greatly simplify the relationship between the norm of an operator and its local Mellin
transform. First we give some definitions related to infinite-dimensional vector spaces
over k.
Definition 3.5.1. Let V be an infinite-dimensional vector space over k. A norm on V
is a real-valued function || • || such that the following hold:
(1) ||v|| > 0 for v ∈ V − {0}, ||0|| = 0.
(2) ||v + w|| ≤max(||v||, ||w||) for all v, w ∈ V .
(3) ||c · v|| = ||v|| for c ∈ k and v ∈ V .
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Definition 3.5.2. An infinite-dimensional vector space V over k is locally linearly com-
pact if for any r1 > r2 > 0, ri ∈ R, the ball of radius r2 has finite codimension in the ball
of radius r1.
Proposition 3.5.3. Let V be an infinite-dimensional vector space over k, equipped with
a norm || • || such that V is complete in the induced topology. Let 0 <  < 1 and
Y : V → V be an invertible k-linear operator such that ||Y || = α < 1 and ||Y −1|| = −α.
Define ˆ := α. Then
(1) V has a unique structure of a K = k((y))-vector space such that y acts as Y and
the norm || • || agrees with the valuation on K where |f | = ˆord(f) for f ∈ K.
(2) V is finite-dimensional over K if and only if V is locally linearly compact.
Proof. (1) The action of K is defined by (
∑
ciy
i)v =
∑
ci(Y
iv). This action
is clearly defined for Laurent polynomials
j∑
i=k
ciy
i. The definition extends to
series
∞∑
i=k
ciy
i because ||Y n|| = (α)n → 0 as n goes to infinity, which follows
from Corollary 1.4.8 and the fact that ||Y || = ||Y ||inf =  < 1. The fact that
|| • || agrees with the valuation on K follows by construction: because Y is a
similitude we have ||Y n(v)|| = αn||v|| = ˆn||v|| = |yn|||v||.
For uniqueness, suppose there is a k((y′))-vector space structure such that y′
acts as Y and || • || coincides with the valuation on k((y′)). It is clear that the
two structures coincide for Laurent polynomials, so we only need to show the
same for infinite series. Specifically, we wish to show the following for any v ∈ V :
If
( ∞∑
i=k
ciy
i
)
v = ` and
( ∞∑
i=k
ci(y
′)i
)
v = `′, then ` = `′. Let
( ∞∑
i=n
ciy
i
)
v = wn
and
( ∞∑
i=n
ci(y
′)i
)
v = w′n. Since the norm agrees with the valuation, we have
lim
n→∞
||wn|| = lim
n→∞
||w′n|| = lim
n→∞
|yn| = 0,
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So by completeness, both {wn} and {w′n} converge to zero. We now write
` = wn +
(
n−1∑
i=k
ciy
i
)
v and `′ = w′n +
(
n−1∑
i=k
ci(y
′)i
)
v. Since the action coincides
on Laurent polynomials, it follows that `− `′ = wn − w′n must equal zero.
(2) We prove the forward direction as follows. Suppose V is finite dimensional and
V ' Kn. For v ∈ V we write v = ∑ viei and we use the norm given in Example
1.4.3 for Kn. Let r1 > r2 > 0 be constants, and write Brj to denote the ball of
radius rj. Then for j = 1, 2, we have Brj =
{
v ∈ V ∣∣||v|| = max{|vi|} < rj} ={
v ∈ V ∣∣min{ord(vi)} ≥ mj}} for some mj ∈ Z with m1 < m2. It follows that
the codimension of Br2 in Br1 will be n(m2 −m1) <∞.
For the reverse direction, suppose V is infinite-dimensional over K. Then
there exists a infinite basis {ei} such that ei /∈ Span〈e1, . . . , ei−1〉 for all i. Con-
sider the balls B =
∏
k[[y]]ei and B′ =
∏
k[[y]]yei. Then B′ has infinite codi-
mension in B, so V is not locally linearly compact.
2
Remark. If V is a Tate vector space then the unique structure of Proposition 3.5.3, (1)
coincides with that of Proposition 3.1.5.
Corollary 3.5.4. Let V be a k((y))-vector space, Z : V → V a similitude, and ||Z|| =
||Z||inf = α < 1. Then V can be considered as a k((Z))-vector space (in the spirit
of Proposition 3.5.3 ) and for any similitude A : V → V we have ||A|| = ||A||Z. In
particular, A will be a similitude when V is viewed as either a k((y))- or k((Z))-vector
space.
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 3.5.3 because we take the valuation
on k((Z)) by using ˆ = α instead of . 2
3.5.2. Lemmas.
Lemma 3.5.5. The local Mellin transforms and their inverses map indecomposable ob-
jects to indecomposable objects.
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Proof. We give the proof forM(0,∞), the proofs for the others are identical. Suppose
that M(0,∞)(V,∇) = (Vθ,Φ) and Vθ = W1 ⊕W2 for nonzero subspaces Wi. Then by the
canonical form we have that Φ(Wi) ⊂ Wi and Φ−1(Wi) ⊂ Wi. Since Vθ is a k((θ))-vector
space we also trivially have that θ(Wi) ⊂ Wi. By definition of M(0,∞), this means that
z(Wi) ⊂ Wi and −z∇(Wi) ⊂ Wi. In particular, it follows that ∇(Wi) ⊂ Wi, so V
will be decomposable. This implies that if the local Mellin transform of an object is
decomposable, the original object is decomposable as well, and the result follows. 2
Lemma 3.5.6. Let E = (V,∇) ∈ C>00 , θ, and Φ be as given in Definition 3.3.1. Then
M(0,∞)(E) ∈ N>0.
Proof. Due to the canonical decomposition it suffices to prove the lemma when E
is indecomposable. Then ∇ and z are similitudes, so by Corollary 3.5.4, θ and Φ are also
similitudes. By Lemma 3.5.5, M(0,∞)(E) is indecomposable, so to prove Lemma 3.5.6 it
suffices to show that ||Φ||θ < 1. By Corollary 3.5.4 we have that ||A||z = ||A||θ for any
similitude A, and it follows that
||Φ||θ = ||z||z = ()1 < 1.
2
Lemma 3.5.7. Let D = (V,Φ) ∈ N>0, z, and ∇ be as given in Definition 3.4.1. Then
M−(0,∞)(D) ∈ C>00 .
Proof. Due to the canonical decomposition it suffices to prove the lemma when D
is indecomposable. Then Φ and θ are similitudes, so by Corollary 3.5.4, z and ∇ are also
similitudes. By Lemma 3.5.5, M−(0,∞)(D) is indecomposable. Thus to prove Lemma
3.5.7 it suffices to show that ||z∇|| > 1 . By Corollary 3.5.4 we have that ||A||z = ||A||θ
for any similitude A, and it follows that
||z∇||z = ||Φ(−θΦ)−1||θ = ||θ−1||θ = ()−1 > 1.
2
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Lemma 3.5.8. Let E = (V,∇) ∈ Cx, θ, and Φ be as given in Definition 3.3.4. Then
M(x,∞)(E) ∈ N=0.
Proof. The general reasoning is identical to the proof of Lemma 3.5.6, so we only
point out the differences in the calculations. We need to show that ||Φ||θ = 1. Since the
local coordinate is zx, multiplication by z is an isometry and we have
1 = ||z||zx = ||Φ||θ.
2
Lemma 3.5.9. Let E = (V,∇) ∈ C>0∞ , θ, and Φ be as given in Definition 3.3.7. Then
M(∞,∞)(E) ∈ N<0.
Proof. The general reasoning is identical to the proof of Lemma 3.5.6, so we only
point out the differences in the calculations. We need to show that ||Φ||θ > 1, which
follows from the calculation
||Φ||θ = ||z||ζ = ||ζ−1||ζ = −1 > 1.
2
Lemma 3.5.10. Let D = (V,Φ) ∈ N<0, z, and ∇ be as given in Definition 3.4.7. Then
M−(∞,∞)(D) ∈ C>0∞ .
Proof. The general reasoning is identical to the proof of Lemma 3.5.7, so we only
point out the differences in the calculations. It suffices to show that ||z∇||ζ > 1, which
follows from
||z∇||ζ = ||Φ(−θΦ)−1||θ = || − θ−1||θ = −1 > 1.
2
3.5.3. Proofs for equivalence of categories.
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Theorem 3.5.11. The local Mellin transform M(0,∞) induces an equivalence of cate-
gories between C>00 and N>0.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3.5.6 and 3.5.7, as well as the fact (stated above)
that M(0,∞) and M−(0,∞) are inverse functors. 2
Theorem 3.5.12. The local Mellin transform M(x,∞) induces an equivalence of cate-
gories between the subcategory of Cx of connections with no horizontal sections and N=0.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.5.8 and the fact that ∇ (as defined in Definition
3.4.4) is invertible and thus has no horizontal sections, as well as the fact that M(x,∞)
and M−(x,∞) are inverse functors. 2
Theorem 3.5.13. The local Mellin transform M(∞,∞) induces an equivalence of cate-
gories between C>0∞ and N<0.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3.5.9 and 3.5.10, as well as the fact thatM(∞,∞)
and M−(∞,∞) are inverse functors. 2
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CHAPTER 4
Explicit formulas for local Mellin transforms
In this chapter we give precise statements and proofs of explicit formulas for calcu-
lating the local Mellin transforms and their inverses. The results and proofs found in
this chapter are analogous to those given in Chapter 2 regarding the local formal Fourier
transforms.
In section 4.1 we state explicit formulas for calculating the local Mellin transforms.
In section 4.2 we give an explicit formula for the local inverse Mellin transformM−(0,∞)
and explain how to derive formulas for the other local inverse Mellin transforms. Section
4.3 is devoted to proving the formulas given in section 4.1.
4.1. Statement of theorems for local Mellin transforms
4.1.1. Calculation of M(0,∞).
Theorem 4.1.1. Let s and r be positive integers, a ∈ k − {0}, and f ∈ R◦r(z) with
f = az−s/r + o(z−s/r). Then
M(0,∞)(Ef ) ' Dg,
where g ∈ S◦s (θ) is determined by the following system of equations:
(4.1) f = −θ−1
(4.2) g = z − (−a)r/s
(
r + s
2s
)
θ1+(r/s)
Remark. We determine g using (4.1) and (4.2) as follows. One can think of (4.1) as an
implicit definition for the variable z. Thus we first use (4.1) to give an explicit expression
for z in terms of θ1/s. We then substitute this explicit expression into (4.2) to get an
expression for g(θ) in terms of θ1/s.
When we use (4.1) to write an expression for z in terms of θ1/s, the expression is
not unique since we must make a choice of a root of unity. More concretely, let η be a
primitive sth root of unity. Then replacing θ1/s with ηθ1/s in our explicit equation for z
will yield another possible expression for z. This choice will not affect the overall result,
however, since all such possible expressions will lie in the same Galois orbit. Thus by
Proposition 1.2.5,(1), any choice of root of unity will correspond to the same difference
operator.
Corollary 4.1.2. Let E be an object in C>00 . By Proposition 1.1.4, (3), let E have
decomposition E '
⊕
i
(
Efi ⊗ Jmi
)
where all Efi have positive slope. Then
M(0,∞)(E) '
⊕
i
(
Dgi ⊗ Tmi
)
where Dgi =M(0,∞)(Efi) for all i.
Sketch of Proof. The equivalence of categories given in Theorem 3.5.11 implies
that
M(0,∞)
[⊕
i
(
Efi ⊗ Jmi
)]
'
⊕
i
M(0,∞)
(
Efi ⊗ Jmi
)
.
The equivalence also implies that M(0,∞) will map the indecomposable object Ef ⊗
Jm (as the unique indecomposable in C0 formed by m successive extensions of Ef ) to
an indecomposable object Dg ⊗ Tm (as the unique indecomposable in N formed by m
successive extensions of Dg). It follows that we only need to know how M(0,∞) acts on
Ef , which is given by Theorem 4.1.1. 2
Remark. Analogous corollaries hold for the calculation of the other local Mellin trans-
forms, however we do not state them explicitly.
4.1.2. Calculation of M(x,∞).
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Theorem 4.1.3. Let s be a nonnegative integer, r a positive integer, and a ∈ k − {0}.
Let f ∈ R◦r(zx) with f = az−s/rx + o(z−s/rx ). Then
M(x,∞)(Ef ) ' Dg,
where g ∈ S◦r+s(θ) is determined by the following system of equations:
(4.3) f = −
(zx
z
)
θ−1
(4.4) g = z +
(
xs
2(s+ r)
)
θ
Remark. We determine g using (4.3) and (4.4) as follows. First, using (4.3) we explicitly
express z in terms of θ1/(r+s). We then substitute this explicit expression for z into (4.4)
to get an expression for g(θ) in terms of θ1/(r+s).
4.1.3. Calculation of M(∞,∞).
Theorem 4.1.4. Let s and r be positive integers and a ∈ k− {0}. Then for f ∈ R◦r(ζ)
with f = aζ−s/r + o(ζ−s/r) we have
M(∞,∞)(Ef ) ' Dg,
where g ∈ S◦s (θ) is determined by the following system of equations:
(4.5) f = −θ−1
(4.6) g = z − (−a)r/s
(
r + s
2s
)
θ1−(r/s)
Remark. We determine g using (4.5) and (4.6) as follows. First, using (4.5) we express
z in terms of θ1/s. We then substitute this expression into (4.6) and solve to get an
expression for g(θ) in terms of θ1/s.
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4.2. Statement of theorems for local inverse Mellin transforms
In Chapter 3 we explained thatM−(0,∞),M−(x,∞), andM−(∞,∞) are inverse functors
for (respectively) M(0,∞), M(x,∞), and M(∞,∞). It follows that explicit formulas for the
local inverse Mellin transforms can be found merely by “inverting” the expressions found
in Theorems 4.1.1, 4.1.3, and 4.1.4. We give an example below of what this would look
like for M−(0,∞), the other local inverse Mellin transforms are similar. The proofs are
omitted.
Theorem 4.2.1. Let p and q be positive integers and g ∈ S◦q (θ) with g = aθp/q + o(θp/q),
a 6= 0. Then
M−(0,∞)(Dg) ' Ef ,
where f ∈ R◦p(z) is determined by the following system of equations:
(4.7) g + a
(
p+ q
2q
)
θ1+(p/q) = z
(4.8) f = −θ−1
Remark. We determine f using (4.7) and (4.8) as follows. First, using (4.7) we explicitly
express θ in terms of z1/p. We then substitute this explicit expression for θ into (4.8) and
solve to get an expression for f(z) in terms of z1/p.
4.3. Proof of theorems
Outline. We begin with a brief outline of the proof for Theorem 4.1.1. Starting with
Definition 3.4.1 of M(0,∞), we set θ = −(z∇)−1 and Φ = z. For irreducible objects Ef
and Dg we have ∇ = ddz + z−1f and Φ = gϕ, and our goal is to use the given value
of f to find the expression for g. Since z = z(1) = Φ(1) = gϕ(1) = g, this amounts
to finding an expression for the operator z in terms of the operator θ. The equation
θ = −(z∇)−1 gives an expression for θ in terms of z, and we use the Operator-root
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Lemma (1.5.3) to write an explicit expression for the operator z in terms of θ. The
calculation primarily involves finding particular fractional powers of f , but we must also
keep track of the interplay between the linear and differential parts of ∇ during the
calculation; this interplay accounts for the subtraction of the term (−a)r/s ( r+s
2s
)
θ1+
r
s
from our expression for g.
The proofs for Theorems 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 are similar and thus outlines for their proofs
are omitted. The only change of note is that in the proof of Theorem 4.1.3 we must also
prove a separate case for when our connection is regular singular (i.e. when ord(f) = 0).
Remark. We give a brief explanation regarding the origin of the system of equations
found in Theorem 4.1.1. In the same fashion as described in the remark of subsection
2.3.1, consider the equations in (3.1). As before, let ∇ = z−1f (i.e. as normally defined
but without the differential part) and Φ = g (i.e. as normally defined but without the
shift operator ϕ). Then the equations f = −θ−1 and g = z fall out easily. The reason
the extra term shows up in (4.2) is due to the interaction of the linear and differential
parts of ∇, as described above in the outline.
4.3.1. Proof of Theorem 4.1.1.
Proof. Given θ = −(z∇)−1 and ∇ = d
dz
+ z−1f , we find that
(4.9) − θ =
(
z
d
dz
+ f
)−1
.
We wish to express the operator z in terms of the operator θ.
Consider the equation
(4.10) − θ = f−1,
which is (4.9) without the differential part. Equation (4.10) can be thought of as an
implicit expression for the variable z in terms of the variable θ, which one can rewrite
as an explicit expression z = h(θ) ∈ k((θ1/s)) for the variable z. Note that h(θ) is not
the same as the operator z. Since the leading term of f is az−s/r, (4.10) implies that
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h(θ) = ar/s(−θ)r/s+o(θr/s). Similar reasoning and (4.9) indicate that the operator z will
be of the form
(4.11) z = h(θ) + ∗(−θ)(r+s)/s + o(θ(r+s)/s).
Here the ∗ ∈ k represents the coefficient that will arise from the interaction of the linear
and differential parts of the operator θ. We wish to find the value for *. Let A = f and
B = z d
dz
, then [B,A] = zf ′. From (4.9) we have −θ = (A + B)−1, and we apply the
Operator-root Lemma (1.5.3) to find
(−θ) rs = f −rs −
(r
s
)
f
−r
s
−1z
(
Z
zr
)
− 1
2
(r
s
)(
−r
s
− 1
)
f
−r
s
−2zf ′ + o(z(r+s)/r)
= (a−r/sz + . . . ) + a−(r+s)/s
(−Z
s
+
−(r + s)
2s
)
z(r+s)/r + o(z(r+s)/r)
= a−r/s
(
z + · · ·+ a−1
[−Z
s
+
−(r + s)
2s
]
z1+(s/r) + o(z1+(s/r))
)(4.12)
and
(4.13) (−θ)(r+s)/s = a−1−(r/s)z1+(s/r) + o(z1+(s/r)).
Remark. We use the notation Z
zr
to represent d
dz
since the operator d
dz
: Kr → Kr acts
on zn/r as n
rz
for all n ∈ Z.
We can now find the value for * as follows. Substituting the expressions from (4.12)
and (4.13) into (4.11) and making a short calculation indicates that * must be the value
such that
(4.14) ∗ a−(r/s)−1 + a−1
[−Z
s
+
−(r + s)
2s
]
= 0.
Thus
∗ = ar/s
[
Z
s
+
r + s
2s
]
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and we have the following expression for z:
(4.15) z = h(θ) + ar/s
[
Z
s
+
r + s
2s
]
(−θ)(r+s)/s + o(θ(r+s)/s).
According to (4.15), let us express gˆ(θ) as
(4.16) gˆ(θ) = h(θ)− (−a)r/s
[
Z
s
+
r + s
2s
]
θ(r+s)/s + o(θ(r+s)/s).
We now explain how to reduce gˆ to the expression given for g in Theorem 4.1.1. According
to Proposition 1.2.5, (1), Mgˆ will be isomorphic to Mg where g is the expression given in
(4.16) but without the o term. Moreover, one can add to g any expression of the form
(−ar/s)n
s
θ(r+s)/s where n ∈ Z. Thus we can eliminate the expression Z
s
in (4.16) and write
(4.17) g(θ) = h(θ)− (−ar/s)
(
r + s
2s
)
θ(r+s)/s.
Since h(θ) = z, this matches equation (4.2) from Theorem 4.1.1. 2
4.3.2. Proof of Theorem 4.1.3.
Proof. Given θ = −(z∇)−1 and ∇ = d
dzx
+ z−1x f , we write z = zx + x and find that
−θ =
[
(x+ zx)
(
d
dzx
+ z−1x f
)]−1
=
(
zz−1x f + x
d
dzx
+ zx
d
dzx
)−1(4.18)
Thus in the expression for −θ−1 there are three terms.
Case One: Regular singularity.
In this case we have f = α ∈ k−{0}, s = 0 and r = 1. As in Case One of the proof of
Theorem 2.2.1, because α is only defined up to a shift by Z we can ignore the d
dzx
term.
The remaining portion of the proof is as described in the remark following the outline in
subsection 4.3. Note that since s = 0, the extra θ term in (4.4) will vanish.
Case Two: Irregular singularity.
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In this situation we have ord(f) < 0. As we shall see in the proof, the only terms in
(4.18) that affect the final result are those of order less than or equal to -1 (with respect
to zx). Specifically, since zx
d
dzx
has order zero, all terms derived from it in the course of
the calculations will fall into the o(θ) term. Thus we can safely ignore the term zx
d
dzx
for
the remainder of the proof and consider only
(4.19) − θ =
(
zz−1x f + x
d
dzx
)−1
.
We wish to express the operator z in terms of the operator θ. Our method will be
similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1.1, but we first solve for zx = z−x in terms of θ, then
add x to both sides to get an equation for z alone. Consider the equation
(4.20) − θ = (zz−1x f)−1,
which is (4.19) without the differential part. Equation (4.20) can be thought of as an
implicit expression for the variable zx in terms of θ (note that we are thinking of z as
zx + x), which one can rewrite as an explicit expression zx = h(θ) ∈ k((θ1/(r+s))) for the
variable zx. This is the purely algebraic calculation which in the theorem is stated as
explicitly expressing zx in terms of θ
1/(r+s). Note that h(θ) represents the variable zx (as
defined by (4.20)), which is not the same as the operator zx. Since the leading term of
zz−1x f is xaz
−(r+s)/r
x , (4.20) implies that h(θ) = (−ax)r/(s+r)θr/(s+r) + o(θr/(s+r)). Using
(4.19) we find that the operator z will be of the form
(4.21) zx = h(θ) + ∗θ + o(θ).
Here the * represents the coefficient that will arise from the interaction of the linear
and differential parts of θ. We wish to find the value for *. For ease of computation, we
multiply both sides of (4.19) by x and let A = 1
x
zz−1x f and B =
d
dzx
, so [B,A] = A′. Note
that the leading term of A is az
−(r+s)/r
x . From (4.19) we have −xθ = (A+B)−1, and we
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apply the Operator-root Lemma (1.5.3) to find
(−xθ) rs+r = A −rs+r − r
s+ r
A
−r
s+r
−1
(
Z
zxr
)
+
−r
2(s+ r)
( −r
s+ r
− 1
)
A
−r
s+r
−2A′ + . . .
= (a−r/(s+r)zx + . . . ) + a−r/(s+r)−1
( −Z
s+ r
+
−2r − s
2(s+ r)
)
z1+(s/r)x + o(z
1+(s/r)
x )
= a(−r/s+r)
(
zx + · · ·+ a−1
[ −Z
s+ r
+
−2(r + s) + s
2(s+ r)
]
z1+(s/r)x + o(z
1+(s/r)
x )
)
= a(−r/s+r)
(
zx + · · ·+ a−1
[ −Z
s+ r
− 1 + s
2(s+ r)
]
z1+(s/r)x + o(z
1+(s/r)
x )
)
(4.22)
which implies that
(4.23) (−axθ)r/(s+r) = zx + · · ·+ a−1
( −Z
s+ r
− 1 + s
2(s+ r)
)
z1+(s/r) + o(z1+(s/r)).
We also have
(4.24) θ =
−1
ax
z1+(s/r)x + o(z
1+(s/r)).
Remark. We use the notation Z
zxr
to represent d
dzx
since the operator d
dzx
: Kr → Kr
acts on z
n/r
x as nrzx for all n ∈ Z.
We can now find the value for * as follows. Substituting the expressions from (4.24)
and (4.23) into (4.21) and making a short calculation indicates that * must be the value
such that
(4.25) ∗
(−1
ax
)
+ a−1
[ −Z
s+ r
− 1 + s
2(s+ r)
]
= 0.
Thus
∗ = xZ
s+ r
+
xs
2(s+ r)
and we have the following expression for zx:
(4.26) zx = h(θ) +
(
xZ
s+ r
+
xs
2(s+ r)
)
θ + o(θ).
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Letting zx = z − x gives
(4.27) z = x+ h(θ) +
(
xZ
s+ r
+
xs
2(s+ r)
)
θ + o(θ).
According to (4.27), we express gˆ(θ) as
(4.28) gˆ(θ) = x+ h(θ) +
(
xZ
s+ r
+
xs
2(s+ r)
)
θ + o(θ).
We wish to reduce gˆ to the expression given for g in (4.4). According to Proposition 1.2.5,
(1) Dgˆ will be isomorphic to Dg where g is the expression given in (4.28) but without the
o term. Moreover, one can add to g any expression of the form x
(
n
s+r
)
θ where n ∈ Z.
Thus we can eliminate the expression xZ
s+r
in (4.28) and write
(4.29) g(θ) = x+ h(θ) +
xs
2(s+ r)
θ.
Since h(θ) = zx and x+ zx = z, this matches equation (4.4) from Theorem 4.1.3.
2
4.3.3. Proof of Theorem 4.1.4.
Proof. Recall that z = 1
ζ
and f ∈ k((ζ)). Given θ = −(z∇)−1 and ∇ = −ζ2 d
dζ
+ ζf ,
we find that
(4.30) − θ =
(
−ζ d
dζ
+ f
)−1
.
We wish to express the operator z in terms of the operator θ. First we find an expression
for ζ in terms of θ, and then we will invert it.
Consider the equation
(4.31) − θ = f−1
which is (4.30) without the differential part. Equation (4.31) can be thought of as an
implicit expression for the variable ζ in terms of θ, which one can rewrite as an explicit
expression ζ = h(θ) ∈ k((θ1/s)) for the variable ζ. Since the leading term of f is aζ−s/r,
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(4.31) implies that h(θ) = ar/s(−θ)r/s + o(θr/s). Using (4.30) we find that the operator
ζ will be of the form
(4.32) ζ = h(θ) + ∗θ(r+s)/s + o(θ(r+s)/s).
Here the ∗ ∈ k represents the coefficient that will arise from the interaction of the linear
and differential parts of the operator θ. We wish to find the value for *. Let A = f and
B = −ζ d
dζ
, then [B,A] = −ζf ′. From (4.30) we have −θ = (A+B)−1, and we apply the
Operator-root Lemma (1.5.3) to find
(−θ)r/s = (A+B)−r/s
= A−r/s − r
s
A−(r/s)−1B +
1
2
(−r
s
)(−r
s
− 1
)
A−(r/s)−2[B,A] + o(ζ1+(r/s))
= f−r/s − r
s
f (−r/s)−1
(
−ζ Z
ζr
)
− r
s
(
1
2
)(
−r
s
− 1
)
f−(r/s)−2(−ζ)f ′ + o(ζ1+(r/s))
= (a−r/sζ + . . . ) + a−(r+s)/s
(−Z
s
+
r + s
2s
)
ζ(r+s)/s + o(ζ1+(r/s))
= a−r/s
(
ζ + · · ·+ a−1
[
Z
s
+
r + s
2s
]
ζ1+(r/s) + o(ζ1+(r/s))
)
(4.33)
and
(4.34) (−θ)(r+s)/s = a−1−(r/s)ζ1+(r/s) + o(ζ1+(r/s)).
Remark. We use the notation Z
ζr
to represent d
dζ
since the operator d
dζ
: Kr → Kr acts
on ζn/r as n
rζ
for all n ∈ Z.
We can now find the value for * as follows. Substituting the expressions from (4.33)
and (4.34) into (4.32) and making a short calculation indicates that * must be the value
such that
∗(−a)−(r/s)−1 + a−1
(
Z
s
+
r + s
2s
)
= 0.
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Thus
∗ = (−a)r/s
(
Z
s
+
r + s
2s
)
and we have the following expression for ζ:
(4.35) ζ = h(θ) + (−ar/s)
(
Z
s
+
r + s
2s
)
θ1+(r/s) + o(θ1+(r/s)).
We now invert both sides of (4.35) to get an expression for z in terms of θ. This gives
(4.36) z = h(θ)−1 − (−a)−r/s
(
Z
s
+
r + s
2s
)
θ1−(r/s) + o(θ1−(r/s)).
According to (4.36), let us express gˆ(θ) as
gˆ(θ) = h(θ)−1 − (−a)−r/s
(
Z
s
+
r + s
2s
)
θ1−(r/s) + o(θ1−(r/s))
and note that the leading term of h(θ)−1 is (−a)−r/sθ−r/s. As in the proof for Theorem
4.1.1, we can choose an appropriate isomorphic connection to give us
g(θ) = h(θ)−1 − (−a)−r/s
(
r + s
2s
)
θ1−(r/s).
Since h(θ)−1 = z, this matches the expression found in Theorem 4.1.4.
2
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